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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to identify the educational leader's contribution to 

effective new teacher induction practices. The leader's role was examined from the 

perspectives of educational leaders, new teachers, and a faction of the educational 

organization, the Texas Beginning Educators Support System (TxBESS). This study was 

guided by the question: What is the role of the educational leader in relation to effective 

new teacher induction? Subsidiary questions addressed the leaders' abilities to support 

effective organizational systems through structural modifications and appropriate 

attitudes, behaviors, and actions. 

An established systems theory served as the theoretical foundation. The 

organizational faction was represented by TxBESS, while teachers and leaders provided 

the individual's viewpoint. A review of the literature focused on the components of a 

supportive environment from each perspective. 

Semi-standardized interviews with educational leaders and teachers served as 

primary data sources, while TxBESS archives provided the organizational perspective. 

Respondents consisted of five pairs of teachers and leaders, while TxBESS manuals and 

training videos yielded the archival data. 

The data analysis was structured after a constant comparison method. Categories 

of data were coded and compared according to previously existing and newly emerging 

themes. 
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Principles of triangulation were applied in an effort to enhance validity and 

generalizability. The overall design of this research resulted in greater reliability due to 

the utilization of multiple data collection strategies and sources. These methods led to a 

deeper understanding of the educational leader's role in induction. 

The data revealed that educational leaders assume an integral role in an effective 

induction experience. Leaders fulfill the needs and expectations of new teachers and the 

organization resulting in elevated levels of job satisfaction and organizational 

effectiveness. Open communication, mutually beneficial relationships, and year-long 

experiences are keys to successful induction. Leaders view induction as an investment in 

the future while actively assuming the roles of provider, confidante, and coach. This 

study delineated exemplar paradigms while the conclusions provided recommendations 

for educational leaders considering effective induction. 

The significance of this study to the field of educational leadership lies in the 

deeper understanding of the educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction 

practices. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The fluctuating educational environment provides a multitude of challenges for 

the educational leaders of today. While public opinion and legislative mandates may rise 

and fall, the foundational need for effective classroom teachers remains constant. The 

educational system relies heavily on teachers; unfortunately, recent observations reveal 

that educational leaders are encountering greater difficulties as they attempt to fill vacant 

teaching positions. Some regions in the country have experienced drastic teacher 

shortages while other areas have escaped relatively unscathed. Excellent teachers are the 

life-blood of the educational organization, yet the supply of quality educators does not 

appear to satisfy the demand from our educational system. Educational leaders must 

ascertain whether there is truly a need in this area and if so, define the role of leadership 

and determine how they can be proactive in providing effective solutions to this dilemma. 

Where have all of the teachers gone? The need for qualified classroom teachers is 

at an all-time high. The National Education Association projected a need for 200,000 

new teachers each year for the next ten years, while others indicated a need that may 

surpass 2.5 million in the next decade (Villani, 2002). Some would argue that there are 

plenty of qualified teachers to satisfy the current need, but they are simply not 

concentrated in the geographical regions and subject-content areas that are experiencing 

shortages (NASBE, 1998; Bradley, 1999; Darling-Hammond, 2001). Whatever the case, 

one fact remains: many educational leaders are experiencing greater difficulties filling 



vacant teaching positions. Population growth and new teacher attrition are contributing 

factors to this condition, but while educational leaders have no control over the growth in 

population, they may truly have an influence on attrition. 

An increasing teacher turnover rate has led to recommendations for a greater 

focus in retention efforts (Ingersoll, 2000). Research by Hare and Heap (2001) indicated 

that one out of four new teachers will leave the profession within the first four years. 

When faced with a teacher shortage, some principals have chosen to hire less-qualified 

teachers, assign teachers in content areas beyond their training and expertise, and even 

employ substitute teachers on a long-term basis (Ingersoll, 1997, 1998; Hart & Burr, 

1996; NCES 1995). While these actions may provide temporary solutions, the 

ramifications of these decisions are not desirable. Successful educational leaders are 

proficient at identifying areas in which they can have an impact. Since there is a shortage 

of qualified applicants, sensible educational leaders turn their attention toward retaining 

qualified teachers. 

Why do new teachers leave the profession? Again, many contributing factors are 

outside the educational leader's realm of influence, but forty-two percent (42%) of new 

teachers depart due to a declining level of job satisfaction (Ingersoll, 2000, 2001). Since 

maintaining a high level of new teacher job satisfaction is well within the influential 

realm of the educational leader, it may prove beneficial to examine effective methods in 

this area. One of the most crucial decisions lies in the implementation and continuation 

of effective new teacher induction practices. The induction process is often examined 

from the perspective of the mentor and a new teacher, but seldom has attention been 



focused on the leadership role assumed by the educational leader in the practice of 

effective new teacher induction. 

In order to provide an effective learning environment, an educational leader has 

the responsibility of satisfying the needs of both students and teachers. Satisfaction of 

teachers' needs leads to the ultimate goal, satisfaction of students' needs. The 

educational leader seldom has the ability to grant salary increases, provide financial 

incentives, or eliminate discipline problems in the classroom, but many of the new 

teachers needs may be met through the utilization of effective new teacher induction 

practices which provide positive solutions to even the most challenging conditions. 

What is an effective new teacher induction program? Environmental, collegial, 

and administrative support is critical. A supportive environment is at the heart of an 

effective new teacher induction program (Billingsley & Cross, 1992; Darling-Hammond 

& Sclan, 1996; Rosenholz, 1989). The supportive environment provides multiple 

opportunities for communication, personal and professional relationship development, 

and sustained induction efforts throughout the first year (Hargreaves, 1998; Brock & 

Grady, 1998; Piaiita 1997, 1999). Collegial support is evident with frequent 

opportunities for mentor and new teacher conferences, pedagogical advice, and 

continuous constructive feedback (Hargreaves & FuUan, 2000; Breeding, 1998). 

Administrative support is apparent through recurrent communication of praise and 

guidance, implementation and maintenance of established procedures, and a well-defined 

structure (Sergiovanni, 1995; Billingsley & Cross, 1992; Cole, 1990; Rosenholz, 1989). 



These elements are essential to the definition of "effective" new teacher induction 

programs, but how are they manifested in today's inductive practices? 

New teacher induction efforts are widespread, but effective implementation is not. 

Many educational organizations profess to employ effective new teacher induction 

practices, but they exist in name only. Only forty-four percent (44%) of new teachers in 

a recent study reported that they had participated in a formal new teacher mentoring 

program, in spite of recent data pointing to a two-thirds reduction in the attrition rate of 

new teachers that have completed such programs (U.S. Dept of Education, 2000). 

As new teachers enter the profession, they leave behind their colleagues, mentors, 

and the comfortable confines of a supportive pre-service environment. A new teacher 

encounters expectations of immediate success similar to that of a veteran teacher, but new 

teachers often lack the savvy and experience to succeed on their own. Where can the 

educational leader make an impact? Perhaps the supportive environment that is so 

crucial to effective new teacher induction practices can be fostered by providing a true 

mentoring relationship for a new teacher. 

Statement of the Problem 

Visionary leaders realize that a thriving educational organization is multi-faceted, 

and that effective teachers are at the core of this success. Educational leaders recognize 

the urgency of the teacher shortage and realize that retention of new teachers is essential; 

however, effective new teacher induction methods have yet to reach sufficient 

implementation or effectiveness. Which induction practices can be implemented and 



maintained to ensure that the dwindling supply of qualified educators does not lead to the 

demise of the educational system? The answer to this question will vary from campus to 

campus and state to state, but attention to the new teacher induction process is critical. 

Vomberg (2000, p. 106) identified the organizational structure adopted by the 

Texas Education Agency as a "systems approach to education." This systems model and 

the Getzels-Guba (1957) systems theory served as the theoretical foundation for this 

study. In this theoretical model, social systems consist of both institutional (Nomothetic) 

and individual (Idiographic) dimensions. 

The institutional dimension is the organization, in this case, the Texas Education 

Agency. The Texas Education Agency (T.E.A.) is the governing body for education in 

the state of Texas and it is composed of multiple administrative boards that preside over 

numerous aspects of education ranging from teacher certification to district 

accountability. The Texas Beginning Educator Support System (TxBESS) is one facet 

of T.E.A., which addresses the support of teachers new to the profession. As a member 

of the greater institution, TxBESS was examined as a representative of die organizational 

perspective. 

Individuals in this organization consisted of educational leaders, teachers, 

students, parents, legislators, and other educational stakeholders, but this research 

examined only new teachers and educational leaders from the individual dimension. 

Each faction demands the fulfillment of specific needs and expectations in order to 

maintain an acceptable degree of individual job satisfaction. In order to attain systemic 

harmony and productivity, the needs and expectations of the individual and the 



organization must be aligned with minimal incongruence. The educational leader acts as 

a medium to achieve this goal. 

The problem is an inadequate focus on the educational leader's contribution to 

effective new teacher induction efforts. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to 

identify the educational leader's contribution to effective new teacher induction practices. 

On the basis of systems theory and the current state of teacher availability, the role of the 

educational leader in effective induction was examined from the perspective of the 

leader, the new teacher, and the organization. The hypothesis was that the educational 

leader could have an impact on the retention of new teachers in the organization by 

providing a supportive environment leading to individual job satisfaction and successful 

organizational performance. This study attempted to discover a deeper understanding of 

the educational leader's role in the new teacher induction process. 

The Research Question 

This purpose of this study was to reveal a deeper understanding of educational 

leadership by answering the following question: What is the role of the educational 

leader in relation to effective new teacher induction? This role was addressed by 

examining the educational leader's specific actions, behaviors, and attitudes that 

contribute to effective new teacher induction practices. 

Based on the review of literature, this researcher has concluded that the 

educational system has entered an era that necessitates a supportive new teacher 

induction environment (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2000; Glickman et al., 1998). This new 



age requires a shift in the professional culture as it pertains to new teacher induction. In 

order to implement new induction practices, the educational leader must guide both new 

and experienced teachers to a different mindset. This cultural change can be difficult. 

The subsidiary questions guiding this research focused on discovering the elements of 

effective new teacher induction practices that are essential to successful culture change: 

(1) how does the educational leader effect cultural change while balancing the needs and 

expectations of both the new teacher and the organization, (2) since cultural change is 

often instigated through structural alterations, what are the examples of effective 

implementation resulting in cultural metamorphosis, and (3) what specific educational 

leader actions, behaviors, and attitudes lead to successful new teacher induction efforts? 

Significance of the Study 

As previously stated, educational leaders often face challenges which are 

insurmountable. Instead of engaging in futile and inconsequential efforts, effective 

leaders choose to apply their skills and abilities in areas in which they can have a lasting 

impact. Educational leaders strive to provide an unsurpassed education for today's youth. 

By establishing a supportive environment through effective new teacher induction 

practices, an educational leader can satisfy organizational expectations and provide 

opportunities for an individual's professional growth, ultimately resulting in teacher 

retention and effective student instruction. 

This research examined effective new teacher induction practices from multiple 

perspectives to provide a deeper understanding of the educational leader's role. A skilled 



practitioner should view the results as realistic tools that can be utilized in the 

implementation of effective new teacher induction methods in their own context-specific 

environment. 

Methodology 

Literature Review 

An examination of the literature pointed to the significance of the role that 

educational leaders can play in the process of effective new teacher induction. 

Researchers have focused a great deal of attention toward tiie mentoring relationship 

between the mentor teacher and the new teacher while rarely considering the role of the 

educational leader. The review of literature identified the needs and expectations of 

multiple stakeholders in the induction process. 

As previously mentioned, the state of Texas utilizes a systems approach as the 

organizational structure for operation (Vomberg, 2000). The conceptual framework of 

this research coupled the Texas systems approach with the well-tested Getzels-Guba 

systems model to examine the educational leaders' role in effective new teacher 

induction. 

This conceptual framework has been studied from the systemic viewpoint to reach 

a greater understanding of inherent intricacies of organizational dynamics. In 1958, the 

Getzels-Guba model was introduced as one of the first attempts to clearly describe tiie 

foundational tiieory of educational administration (Lutz, 2000). A combination of 

organizational behaviors witii social science concepts provides an effective systems 



tiieory (Kimbrough & Nunnery, 1988). The systems theory template was applied to 

examine tiie critical nature of tiie leader's role on organizational success. In tiie Texas 

educational system, tiiere are particular members who hold the responsibility of 

maintaining systemic efficiency. At tiie local level, tiie educational leader must ensure 

tiiat the system is functioning efficientiy and effectively. Successful efforts requke ever-

vigilant attention to botii individual and organizational needs and expectations. 

This research focused on tiie role of tiie educational leader from tiie perspective of 

tiie new teacher, the educational leader, and tiie state educational organization. By 

examining the needs and expectations of each constituent, a greater comprehension of the 

organizational system was attained. The goal of tiiis research was to provide educational 

leaders with a deeper understanding of their role in die effective induction of new 

teachers. 

Data Collection 

The primary method of data collection in this study was interviews. The purpose 

of the interview was to provide description, detail, and context of effective new teacher 

induction practices. Gliner and Morgan (2000) pointed to the common use of this 

exercise in qualitative research because die interview process allows for gathering data on 

perceptions, feelings, and attitudes. These tenets of the interview identified it as a useful 

tool for tiie examination of the educational leader's role in effective new teacher 

induction from the perspectives of both leader and new teacher. There is a significant 

difference between daily conversation and an effective interview. A well-designed 



interview may entail probes that reveal the respondents' perspectives on the phenomenon 

and lead the interviewer to the discovery of a deeper understanding (Taylor & Bogdan, 

1998; Sorrell & Redmond, 1995; Patton, 1990). In order to maximize effectiveness, prior 

to the initial interview, a schedule of questions was scrutinized and authenticated by a 

panel of experts in the fields of qualitative research and educational leadership. The 

responses from these interviews provided data for analysis and interpretation leading to a 

greater understanding of the educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction. 

The secondary source of data collection in this study was archival resources. 

Archival data can be collected from multiple sources, and tiiis case study examined 

documents and records pertaining to the Texas Beginning Educator Support System 

(TxBESS), a state-wide new teacher induction program. While it was created for a small 

audience and intended to reach a specific population, the archival data in this study were 

classified as public records since tiiey were available to all. This case study examined tiie 

training manuals and informational videos produced for tiie TxBESS program in an effort 

to reveal tiie organizational perspective in regards to the educational leader's role in 

effective new teacher induction. This variation on perspectives served as a complement 

to tiie interview data and provided secondary data crucial for triangulation in tiie data 

collection process. 

Population 

This case study contained data gatiiered from educational leaders, new teachers, 

and TxBESS archives. The TxBESS data were derived from tiie training manuals and 
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videos that were utilized tiiroughout tiie state of Texas in the new teacher induction 

program. The population for tiie interviews in tiiis case study was limited to a region in 

West Texas where a majority of campuses were rural and tiie largest metropolitan city 

contained approximately two hundred thousand people. The participants were selected 

from elementary and secondary schools from the larger districts in the region. 

Researchers have identified advantages in smaller schools with populations below three 

hundred that may lead toward naturally occurring mentoring circumstances (Shapiro, 

Benjamin, & Hunt, 1995; Sergiovanni, 1995; Meier, 1996). Those small school 

advantages could have served as limitations in this study; therefore this research focused 

on larger campuses in the region. The minimum campus population of three hundred was 

derived from the previous research and the maximum population of two thousand was the 

largest campus population in the region. The focus on larger campus populations was an 

effort to accentuate any influential role of the educational leader in effective new teacher 

mduction practices. 

This case study employed a hybrid of both purposive and snowball sampling 

techniques (Berg, 2001). Purposive sampling occurs when the researcher uses a 

specialized knowledge of tiie field to select individuals that possess tiie characteristics or 

attributes of interest to tiie study. The extreme limitation to purposive sampling lies in 

tiie inability to generalize to the greater population, so it was used in tandem witii 

snowballing to add credibility to tiie selection of respondents. Snowballing occurred 

when tiie researcher had identified certain respondent characteristics or attributes tiiat 

were beneficial to the study and through recommendations and interviews witii tiiose 
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educators in the field, a pool of perspective respondents was accumulated. This process 

was utilized to select five (5) educational leaders and five (5) new teachers for the 

interview process. 

This sample size allowed for in-depth interviews and intense examination of 

archival data to provide a deeper understanding of the educational leader's role in 

effective new teacher induction. The small number of respondents was only a concern if 

there was not a sufficient degree of balance and variety. Adhering to the selection 

process ensured that the educational leader and new teacher respondents were 

representatives of the greater population. 

Data Analysis 

The goal of tiiis research was to attain a deeper understanding of tiie educational 

leader's role in effective new teacher induction practices. The qualitative nature of tiiis 

case smdy required tiie researcher to allow tiiemes and categories to emerge from tiie 

data. The data analysis in this study was structured after Glaser's (1969) constant 

comparison method. 

By its very nature, tiie constant comparison metiiod required tiie researcher to 

return to tiie data time and time again. Interviews were recorded, transcribed and tiien 

submitted to tiie respondents for verification and clarification. This researcher made 

every effort to maintain a positive rapport and ensure absolute respondent anonymity. 

Archival data were examined in a similar mamier, absent tiie element of member 

checking. Open coding of tiie interview transcripts and archival data allowed tiie 
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researcher to examine, classify, and re-classify tiiemes and patterns throughout the 

process of data analysis. Upon completion of the extensive coding process, the 

classifications, categories, and themes in the data were compared to those tiiat surfaced in 

the review of literature. The examination of data in this case study was an ongoing 

process, ultimately resulting in a greater understanding of the educational leader's role in 

effective new teacher induction. 

Definition of Terms 

The following definitions were delineated by the researcher solely for the 

purposes of this study. The interpretation of these terms outside the realms of this 

research could vary greatly, so for the sake of clarity and consistency, the researcher will 

adhered to these specific derivations throughout this research. These definitions were 

appropriate for this study because tiiey encompassed the key components that were 

examined as this research focused on the educational leader's role in effective new 

teacher induction. 

Educational leader: This professional educator could be a district superintendent, 

campus principal, department head, or anyone in a supervisory role tiiat is charged witii 

tiie responsibility of implementation and maintenance of a supportive environment for 

new teachers. 

New teacher/inductee/mentee: This is a teacher who has been in tiie profession 

less than one year. A new teacher may be a recent graduate embarking on his or her 

initial career or a non-traditional professional embracing a second career. 
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Induction: This is tiie process of indoctiinating and supporting new teachers in 

the educational profession. 

Educational organization: This organization actually consists of students, parents, 

teachers, administrators, community members, and legislators. For tiie purpose of this 

research study, tiie educational organization was represented by the state agency that 

represents tiie widest range of stakeholders in public education. The organizational 

perspective complemented tiie individual perspectives of educational leaders and new 

teachers. 

T.E.A.: The organizational entity in Texas is the Texas Education Agency which 

is responsible for tiie general structure and accountability of the state educational system. 

TxBESS: The Texas Beginning Educator Support System. This was the program 

that had been implemented by T.E.A. to aide in the development and support of new 

teachers. 

Systems Thinking: A mindset or theory used for examining an organizational 

structure. In systems theory, there are multiple participants and perspectives providing 

continual input and output in the system. The systems thinker must be ever-cognizant of 

each faction in order to work toward systemic health and harmony. 

Snowballing: Snowballing occurred when the researcher had identified certain 

respondent characteristics or attributes tiiat were beneficial to tiie study and tiirough 

recommendations and interviews witii those educators in the field, a pool of perspective 

respondents was accumulated. 
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Purposive sampling: Purposive sampling occurred when the researcher used a 

specialized knowledge of tiie field to select individuals tiiat possess the characteristics or 

attributes of interest to the study. 

Delimitations of the Study 

This research was conducted in a single region of West Texas. The data for this 

study were collected from archival sources and interviews with practitioners in the field. 

The respondents were selected by utilizing a hybrid of purposeful and snowballing 

techniques. The participants in the proposed study represented educational leaders and 

new teachers of various ages and genders from both elementary and secondary campuses. 

Based on the Getzels and Guba (1957) systems thinking model and current applications 

in the state of Texas (Vomberg, 2000), the study sought a deeper understanding of the 

educational leaders role in effective new teacher induction tiirough an examination of 

needs and expectations from the perspectives of new teachers, educational leaders, and 

the educational organization. 

The established parameters allowed an intense focus on a limited population. 

Some might suggest tiiat tiiis would tiireaten generalizability of tiie results, but by 

following tiie designed structure, tiiis research could be applied, and or replicated, in a 

multitude of organizations. 

The generalization, or inference, of tiie results was tiie greatest anticipated 

weakness of a case smdy design. The utilization of purposeful sampling alone would be 

suspect, but concurrent application of snowball sampling procedures diminished tiie 
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negative effects. These procedures allowed tiie researcher to make use of previous 

professional educational experiences to enhance the process. 

Snowballing and purposeful sampling are dependent upon researcher's skills and 

tiie respondent's ability to point tiie researcher toward effective data sources. This case 

study was only as strong as tiie weakest link; therefore tiie definitions and focus of tiiis 

research were clearly communicated to all. Each source clearly understood the concept 

of effective induction and the language was clear and concise. 

Anotiier challenge to generalizability lay in tiie nature of tiie TxBESS 

documentation. The training manuals and videos were created with a specific intent. If 

tiiat intent was to train current teachers as mentors for the new teacher, what was 

conveyed about the role of the educational leader? 

This research was not designed to study an all-inclusive set of effective new 

teacher induction practices nor provide an administrative checklist for success, but the 

goal of this research was to result in a greater understanding of the educational leader's 

role in effective new teacher induction efforts. In the end, a deeper understanding of the 

educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction allowed and encouraged 

application in numerous similar organizational schemas. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

"Mentor: a wise and trusted counselor or teacher." 
(The American Heritage Dictionary, 1991, p. 786) 

Many individuals have been influenced in tiie past by a special person within their 

profession tiiat played tiie role of mentor. This guide was an exceptional colleague tiiat 

served as confidante, guardian, advisor, and friend at tiie beginning of a challenging new 

position. That special relationship and tiie resulting successful indoctrination tiiat ensued 

was the overall focus of this research. 

In 800 B.C., Homer wrote of Greek mythology in which Odysseus appointed a 

trusted friend, Mentor, to take care of his family and estate, especially his son, 

Telemachus, while Odysseus was away at war. Many times throughout the course of 

their relationship. Mentor provided effective guidance and counsel. For the past 2800 

years, the term has continually been utilized to describe a wise and trusted advisor. 

Who qualifies as a mentor? How does the relationship begin? Who/what 

instigates the relationship? These and many more questions were addressed in order to 

gain an understanding and appreciation for the significance of this relationship. The 

practice of mentoring is unique to certain professions but for tiiis research, the 

professional climate of tiie educational system was addressed. There are mentors in 

every aspect of tiie educational system. Relationships flourish between students, 

teachers, and administrators at varying levels and degrees of effectiveness, but tiie key 
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factors examined herein were tiie roles assumed by a new teacher, principal, and the 

educational organization. 

The new teachers (induction teachers) referred to in this study were untried in tiie 

educational profession. In tiiis study, a new teacher and induction teacher were 

synonymous terms. Often times tiiese individuals are eitiier recent graduates or middle 

aged professionals embarking on a second career. Regardless of their background, they 

are being inducted into an environment that is vastly different from tiie one that tiiey 

encountered as a student. For this reason, many new teachers experience a culture shock 

and would benefit greatiy from a helping hand as they enter the profession. Positive 

participation in a supportive mentoring program is crucial to the new teacher's survival 

and professional growth. 

Students, teachers, and administrators, each with varying degrees of influence, are 

active participants and stakeholders in present-day schools. The principal must ensure 

that the needs of the students and teachers are being fulfilled in order to have an effective 

learning environment. Satisfaction of teachers' needs leads to tiie ultimate goal, 

satisfaction of students' needs. The provision for teachers' needs can be an unenviable, 

overwhelming, and never-ending task. Many factors are outside tiie principal's contirol. 

The building administrator seldom has the autiiority to grant a monetary raise in salary, 

provide a benefits package, remove every unruly student from tiie classroom, or even ban 

disgruntled parents from the school. But the principal may have tiie ability to satisfy 

many of tiie new teacher's needs through the implementation and maintenance of an 

effective induction program which could promote positive solutions to many of tiiose 

unpleasant circumstances. 
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Every organizational system is made up of a multitude of individual members 

working togetiier for tiie good of tiie whole. Sometimes the mentor relationship is 

spontaneous, while at otiier times, tiiere is a system in place or a designated mentor for 

each neu' member in tiie profession. Whatever the organizational structure, the presence 

of positive collegial relationships is essential. Berkman's study (as cited in Goldhaber, 

1993), indicated that human beings tiiat lack strong social relationships can have an even 

greater chance of physical death. Since relationships are so crucial in life and essential to 

organizational success, there should be ample opportunity for the development of this 

alliance in the workplace. Many times the mentor relationships in the schools consist of a 

fe\ '̂ meetings at the start of a new school year, possibly a meeting or two over a 

conference period, and then a new teacher is officially indoctrinated (Brock & Grady, 

1998). If the personal and professional needs of a new teacher are to be met, the 

organization must re-examine the educational culture and not merely the structural 

climate. 

The professional survival and growtii of a new teacher is contingent upon tiiese 

multiple facets of tiie educational environment. This review of tiie literature examined 

the influence of an effective mentoring system from tiie perspectives of a new teacher, 

educational leader, and the educational organization. 

New Teacher Perspective 

Long before new teachers enter tiie classroom for the first time, they will 

experience an insecurity based on the unknown. They have received a great deal of 

tiieoretical and practical training but are about to enter tiie classroom as a professional 
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educator for tiie first time. Anxiety is at an all-time high as tiie new teacher embarks on 

tills journey, but tiie role fulfilled by a mentor can be integral in mitigating the level of 

stress. Research studies have indicated tiiat tiiere are various needs, expectations, and 

rewards tiiat are prevalent as new teachers enter tiie profession. 

Needs 

In order to experience success, new teachers must achieve fulfillment of some of 

the most basic human needs such as emotional stability, growth, and socialization 

(Maslow, 1954). According to Maslow, even with tiie induction teachers' immense 

personal desire to flourish, countless efforts by all participants will fail because it is 

impossible to reach the level of self-actualization without first attaining the basic needs. 

One of the most basic of needs, emotional stability, is often overlooked. A great 

deal of research is founded on tiie technical aspects of teaching while neglecting the 

relational and emotional facets (Hargreaves, 1998; Van Manen, 1994). While the 

technical strategies and methodologies are crucial to the practice of effective instmction, 

Hargreaves (1998) stated that teaching is also an extremely emotional practice. Many 

new teachers will enter the profession fortified witii effective teaching strategies but seem 

ill-prepared to face tiie emotional taxation tiiat ensues. These feelings and tiie resulting 

state of emotional stability are critical factors. 

Altiiough new teachers enter tiie classroom with an arsenal of strategies, many 

times tiiey will feel overwhelmed and inadequate and tend to cling to tiie first successful 

metiiods, resisting change and development, which results in limited professional growtii 
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after tiie first year in tiie classroom (Howey & Bents, 1979; Shulman & Colbert, 1988). 

Some new teachers will become close-minded and developmentally stagnate while otiiers 

will become disillusioned and even quit teaching after tiie first year (Glickman, Gordon, 

& Ross-Gordon, 1995). Witiiout tiie stimulation of growth, new teachers will fail to 

develop and tiirive in their role as effective classroom educators. 

Intertwined witii the necessity of emotional stability and professional growth lies 

another psychological need that is often overlooked - socialization. Assimilating into a 

group of professional educators allows a new teacher to experience belongingness. 

According to Maslow's hierarchy of needs, belongingness is one of the first three levels 

that must be satisfied before an individual can achieve a positive state of self-esteem and 

self-actualization (Maslow, 1954). As previously mentioned, induction teachers may 

consist of either young teachers new to the working world or more mature new teachers 

embarking on a second career. The young professionals are often faced with true 

responsibility for the first time as they are immediately immersed into professional 

socialization (Heck & Williams, 1984; Ryan et al., 1980; Kestner, 1994). New teachers 

are challenged to adapt and conform to the pre-existing social stratum. This socialization 

is not unique to the world of education, but it is enhanced by tiie presence of multiple 

members of the society such as students, parents, teachers, and administrators. While tiie 

new teachers who have experienced another career may not be as significantiy affected 

by tills socialization process, tiie teacher who is new to tiie working worid often times 

experiences a rude awakening. According to Ryan (1986), many new teachers will 

experience social shock as tiiey are plunged into pre-existing friendships, norms, history. 
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and teaching practices. The acclimatization to tiiis new environment can prove to be 

devastating if the new teacher is not equipped for the socialization process. 

Emotional stability, growtii, and socialization are essential needs that may even 

go unnoticed or under-appreciated by the participants in tiie induction process. The 

fundamental nature of tiiese needs was evident in tiie review of the literature as it 

pertained to the new teacher expectations. 

New Teacher Expectations 

A new teacher enters the classroom with a great deal of vivacity and desire to be a 

successful educator but also maintains certain expectations that will enable success. 

Collegial support plays an integral role and the relationships with both the mentor teacher 

and the administrator allow new teachers to conquer many of the problems faced in the 

new environment. 

Tickle (1991) pointed to emotional support provided by the mentor teacher as one 

of the most urgent expectations expressed by new teachers. Even before tiie first day of 

class, new teachers depend on tiiis support and learn to appreciate the calming 

reassurance tiiat is provided by a veteran teacher's presence. The provision of support 

from others witiiin tiie same environment is essential. Low levels of support lead to 

baseline functionality, while higher levels of support, when coupled witii familiar tasks 

and tiie motivation to succeed, result in optimal competence (Fischer, Bullock, 

Rotenberg, & Raya, 1993). Colleagues provide this support, and anytime two people 

work togetiier, some fashion of relationship is formed. 
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Often, new teachers expect to be provided witii help in dealing with tiie multiple 

relational aspects of tiie organization (Cole, 1990). Hargreaves (1998) and Pianta (1997 

& 1999) have shown tiiat it is critical for new teachers to form relationships with 

colleagues, parents, and students. Volumes of research focus on the collegial relationship 

between tiie mentor and a new teacher, but only recently has attention been turned to 

another relationship tiiat plays a vital role in tiie induction process, that between a new 

teacher and the principal. New teachers have expressed a desire to develop and mamtam 

a relationship witii tiie principal (Brock & Grady, 1998). Throughout tiie course of this 

alliance, new teachers also yeam to communicate their perception of the significance of 

the administrative role as the principal actively participates and implements a yearlong 

program of assistance (Brock & Grady, 1998). If the relationships can be groomed and 

maintained, the problems of new teachers will diminish. 

As with untested members in any profession, new teachers experience concern 

with expected and unexpected problems that may occur tiiroughout the induction year. 

Previous research identified discipline, motivation, individual differences, assessment, 

parent relationships, organization, inadequate teaching metiiods, and problems with 

individual students among the myriad of tribulations tiiat affect tiie new teacher 

(Veenman, 1984). New teachers have also expressed concern in dealing witii tiie absence 

of teaching models, expectations of meeting multiple criteria, assessment ambiguity 

witiiin professional evaluation, and product instability as tiie population varies (Kestner, 

1994). New teachers must inevitably navigate tiiese challenges, but must the voyage be 

made alone? The mentor relationship is essential and tiie collaborative reflection witii 
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experienced teachers ranks high on tiie new teacher's list of expectations (Rosenholz, 

1989). Brock and Grady (1998) have shown tiiat tiie mere presence of a mentor is not 

sufficient. New teachers expect mentor traits such as classroom experience, same 

content, ability to provide suggestions, communicative abilities, including both 

discussion and listening skills, and tiie ability to provide general help and aid with special 

modifications. New teachers expect tiie mentoring experience, witii botii mentor teacher 

and principal, to provide a clear criterion for good teaching, effective communication, 

classroom visits, support, feedback, and affirmation (Brock & Grady, 1998). These high 

expectations, and tiie varying degrees of fulfillment, have a great influence on the level of 

satisfaction that is achieved by new teachers. 

Satisfaction (Risk/Rewards) 

The indoctrination process into tiie educational profession is not witiiout botii risk 

and rewards. Rewards can be both personal for a new teacher and mutually beneficial 

with the mentor, but the risk of failure in this endeavor can lead to a premature alteration 

of career plans for an induction teacher. 

As mentioned previously, one of the most basic new teacher needs is that of 

emotional stability. Hargreaves (1998) noted that new teachers gain countiess psychic 

and emotional rewards from successful relationships with peers, parents, and students 

throughout the induction year. In a recent study, the mentor relationship proved mutually 

beneficial to botii new and mentor teachers when both parties agreed to weekly meetings 

(Breeding, 1998). Hargreaves and Fullan (2000) also pointed to tiie mutual benefits as 
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tile experienced teacher can profit from tiie advice, support, and role modeling of 

colleagues. Mentor teachers and new teachers have reaped benefits from successful 

mentor relationships, but failures in tiiis realm also occur. 

Research studies indicated tiiat tiie primary reason tiiat new teachers have exited 

tiie profession witiiin tiie first tiu-ee years of employment was the lack of administrative 

support (Billingsley & Cross, 1992; Dariing-Hammond & Sclan, 1996; Rosenholz, 1989). 

Since tiie risk of losing a qualified teacher is all too real, the essence of support is at the 

crux of tiie induction process. Educational leaders can help provide a supportive 

environment. 

A new teacher equates tiie meeting of emotional needs and tiie provision for 

multiple expectations witii a high degree of job satisfaction. The level of satisfaction that 

is achieved is dependent on many factors, and it is clear tiiat new teachers maintain high 

goals and expect to receive support from both fellow teachers and administrators as the 

induction year unfolds. The problems that will be encountered can be overcome with 

supportive relationships in place, and it appears that the educational leader can play a 

critical role in this process. 

Educational Leader Perspective 

Since tiie principal had been identified by new teachers as a key participant in the 

mentoring process, it proved beneficial to examine new teacher induction from tiie 

viewpoint of tiie administrator. Often times research studies have neglected the 

administtative perspective and focused only on tiie mentoring process from tiie eyes of 
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tile mentor or new teacher (Little, 1990). Since the principal helps to create the 

professional atmosphere, it was enlightening to examine tiiis process from the 

administrative viewpoint. The perspective of the educational leader includes the desire 

for successful indoctrination of new teachers into the educational profession. While 

educational leaders share concern for expectations and satisfaction of a new teacher's 

needs, tiiey also focus on tiie provision of a supportive environment, a multi-faceted 

structure, and an enhanced educational environment. 

Expectations 

Like new teachers, educational leaders hold certain expectations of the induction 

process. Principals expect new teachers to exude a professional attitude, exhibit an 

adequate knowledge base, utilize effective classroom management strategies, and employ 

excellent communication skills with colleagues, parents, and students (Brock & Grady, 

1998). Once again, expectations are elevated as the stakes are high in the education of 

students. The educational leader maintains a high level of expectations but does not 

suppose that new teachers will achieve fliis level witiiout a supportive climate. 

How does tiie educational leader raise tiie level of performance? Researchers 

have stated tiiat an increase in the level of competency accompanies tiie continual 

presence of administrative support (Clift, 1991; Katz, 1999; Fischer et al., 1993). 

Constant support maintains a high level of performance and satisfies tiie administrative 

necessity to provide professional development and incentives for teachers to maintain 

involvement in the educational profession (Hargreaves, 1998). An absence of tiiis 
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support between educational leaders and new teachers has led to an increase in tiie level 

of bumout-and eventual drop-out-for induction teachers (Glickman, Gordon, & Ross-

Gordon, 1998; Buchman, 1990). In educational vernacular, new teacher attrition is 

directiy affected by the degree of administrative support that is received. Educational 

leaders communicate this support through actions such as clear expectations, ongoing 

evaluation and feedback, collegial support systems, adequate facilities, challenging 

beliefs and practices, official procedures, and class size (Billingsley & Cross, 1992; Cole, 

1990; Rosenholz, 1989). While tiiese actions are greatiy communicative and physical in 

nature, Hargreaves (1998) also cited evidence of the need for administrative support in 

the emotional and relational realms. With these research findings in mind, it appears that 

educational leaders participate in nearly every aspect of a new teacher's personal and 

professional development. Principals should realize the critical nature of their role and 

provide support and direction that satisfies a new teacher's multiple needs (Brock & 

Grady, 1998; Sergiovanni, 1995). The magnitiide of this undertaking requires that the 

educational leader apply multiple methods to provide a supportive structure for new 

teacher development. 

Structure (Metiiods) 

There is limited research dealing with multiple methods tiiat can be utilized to 

provide tiie supportive environment necessary for a new teacher. There are volumes of 

research stiidies tiiat address the provision of a supportive environment but tiiere are few 

studies tiiat have been conducted to address tiie unique nature inherent in tiie induction 
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process. There is surprisingly littie information for the principal to use when making 

decisions regarding induction (Brock & Grady, 1998). The educational leader is 

expected to make the connection between tiieory and practical applications; however, the 

sparse available examples did provide limited insights into tiie inner-workings of an 

effective mentoring program. 

The template for successful mentoring programs may be ambiguous, but 

researchers point to essential components that have proven effective in previous attempts. 

First, educational leaders must address critical factors such as selection of mentors, 

matching methods, relationship formalities, and time constraints (Little, 1990). While 

some principals have relegated these aspects to chance tiirough random activities, the 

inappropriate selection strategies and the failure to address relational and time limitations 

have led to ineffective induction efforts. Recent research studies by Brock and Grady 

(1998) indicated that veteran teachers must be formally trained as mentors if the 

induction experience is to be successful. This training requires time and commitment 

from the mentor teacher. It cannot be accomplished in a few short meetings in tiie hall 

between classes or during conference periods but must be afforded a dedicated time 

period. Many times principals will designate a mentor teacher based solely on their 

effectiveness in die classroom, but tiie research study by Brock and Grady (1998) 

indicated tiiat principals implementing mentoring programs placed significance on tiie 

mentors tiiat were same grade level, age proximity, master teachers, similar personalities, 

adult educators, listeners, knowledgeable, and friendly. The same researchers also stated 

tiiat, while the principals valued the aforementioned criteria, the actual matches between 
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mentors and new teachers were based sixty percent on same grade level, tiiirty percent on 

personal attributes, and ten percent al random. Surveys by Brock and Grady also 

indicated that principals utilized a conglomeration of induction metiiods to provide 

assistance to new teachers. Ninety-four percent of the principals proclaimed to be using 

mentoring; sixty-one percent utilized a Fall orientation period; eleven percent provided 

occasional meetings tiiroughout tiie year; and twenty-two percent maintained a yeariong 

induction program. Only one of fifty-six respondents chose to use a comprehensive 

induction program (Brock & Grady, 1998). The comprehensive induction program 

"included informal and formal meetings, observations with pre- and post-conferences, 

newsletters, and mentors" (p. 62). Providing key components of an effective mentoring 

program is essential, and recent research has begun to address the actual structures 

utilized by educational leaders in effective mentoring programs (Villani, 2002). The 

previous scarcity of this research merits notice, but it does not detract from the significant 

nature of an effective mentoring relationship. Educational leaders are concerned about 

organizational healtii, botii on tiieir own campuses and the educational system as a whole, 

and sensible, effective practices for new teacher induction prove invaluable. 

Enhanced Environment (Immediate Benefits) 

All good educators share the common goal to provide tiie best possible education 

for today's youtii, but tiiey also realize that it is being accomplished in an environment 

tiiat is in constant flux. An environment that is constantiy changing requires leadership 

tiiat is not afraid to think creatively and guide strategically to provide continual 
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professional enhancements within the educational environment. This will only occur 

when the focus is placed on the culture, and not just the structure, in the schools. Proper 

structural alterations can lead to effective cultural change. 

Educational leaders are faced with an imminent demographic shift as the curtent 

generation of teachers that are "baby boomers" retire, and the remaining faculty is 

composed of relatively new teachers and the pressing need to redesign the school culture 

instead of restructuring the educational environment (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2000). 

Structure of the organization is still a crucial factor, but leaders realize that each 

organization calls for a tailor-made program to meet the needs of teachers on each 

individual campus (Sergiovanni, 1995; Lee, 1994; Chester, 1992). In order to survive, 

the educational leader must build and/or maintain a culture of professionahsm where 

educators truly are life-long learners. Ample oppormnities should be provided tiiat 

encourage teachers to participate in collaborative experiences. These opportunities must 

be made available to all, not just mentors and new teachers, so tiiat all educators are 

allowed to discover how vital tiiey are to tiie organizational success (Hargreaves & 

Fullan, 2000). 

The viewpoint of the educational leader revealed specific expectations in regards 

to new teachers and tiieir mentors. An effective leader must focus on providing a 

supportive climate, utilizing effective metiiodologies and structures, and striving to 

improve tiie educational environment. Following tiiis comprehensive examination of tiie 

mentoring process tiirough tiie eyes of both new teachers and educational leaders, the 
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organizational viewpoint was examined to provide an overview of the effective new 

teacher induction process. 

Organizational Perspective 

The organization is comprised of the students, teachers, administrators, parents, 

and tiie community at large as they intertwine to create the educational system. Recent 

bodies of research were reviewed in order to grasp the identity of this organization and 

the following specific characteristics revealed the systemic intricacies of the educational 

envirorunent. These were the historical viewpoint, organizational expectations, and the 

structure of current practice and policy. 

Historical View 

The current educational system has evolved a great deal over tiie past century and 

tiie teachmg profession itself has progressed over tiie years, but a study on the induction 

of new teachers must address tiiree recurring tiiemes. New teacher survival has been 

fundamental, the organizational environment is integral, and witiidrawal of support has 

been a constant. 

In recent history, education has advanced tiirough a metamorphosis of four stages 

of professionalism: Pre-professional, Autonomous Professional, Collegial Professional, 

and tiie "Fourth" Professional stage (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2000). In tiie beginning, 

tiiroughout numerous years of pre-professionalism, tiie induction process consisted of 

mere "tips" and occasional encouragement from the veteran teachers, but for tiie most 

part, new teachers were left to tiieir own devices to achieve success. Around tiie 1960s, 
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education entered tiie "Age of tiie Autonomous Professional" where individuaUsm and 

professional isolation became tiie norm and most forms of pedagogy were stagnant. Only 

new teachers received any form of aid, and tiiey were viewed as lesser beings due to tiieir 

dependence on otiiers (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2000; Littie, 1990). The "Age of the 

Collegial Professional" dawned in die 1980s, and a collaborative educational culture 

ensued in order to deal witii tiie sudden knowledge boom. There was an increase in 

ongoing learning activities and a decrease in tiie staff development practices that had 

focused on individualized, occasional, and often irrelevant, aspects of tiie educational 

environment (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1996). Teachers were teaching in new ways and 

sharing methodologies with one another in a collegial relationship that had previously 

been non-existent. Professionalism began to entail working with, learning from, and 

teaching one another. The 21^' Century ushered in "The Fourth Professional Age" in 

which educators continued to work with one another as they extended the cooperatives to 

involve the diverse communities, parents, and the expanding professional network 

(Hargreaves & Fullan, 2000). 

The changes in professionalism were evident in recent attrition studies as well. 

Gerald and Hussar (1991) documented a growtii in the need for full-time teachers in the 

United States from 1980-1991. Over this time span, it was necessary to increase tiie 

number of teachers by 300,000 with an estimate for the year 2002 to require an additional 

one-half million new teachers to fill tiie educational need. Results from anotiier study led 

researchers to predict the need to hire an additional 200,000 teachers at the start of tiie 

2000 school year (Dariing-Hammond & Sclan, 1996). Some teachers will leave witiiin 
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tiie first three years while most attrition occurs witiiin the first five years in the classroom 

(Kestner. 1994; Mumane & Olsen; 1989, 1990). The National Education Association 

currentiy projects a need for 200,000 new teachers each year for the next ten years, while 

others predict that the next decade will require an additional 2.5 million new teachers 

(Villani, 2002). The high demand for teachers can be attributed to botii the growth in 

population and the attrition rate of current teachers. Only one of these contributing 

factors falls within the influential sphere of an educational leader. These statistics portray 

an ominous fumre for the state of professionalism in education, and efforts must be made 

not only to recruit more teachers to the profession but also to stop the exodus of new 

teachers from the profession. 

One might question the circumstances that lead to this mass exodus of new 

educators but for a new teacher to achieve success in tiie early stages of tiieir professional 

career, tiie focus must be on survival (Bullough, 1989; Glickman et al., 1998). New 

teachers of today face even more intense challenges witii less disciplinary discretion and 

even larger groups of students tiian were encountered by previous generations of new 

educators (Glickman et al., 1998; Kestner, 1994). Witiiout tiie foundation of constant 

organizational support and high expectations, tiie attrition rate will continue to increase 

(Billingsley & Cross, 1992; Darling-Hammond & Sclan, 1996). Is survival in such a 

hostile environment even plausible? 

Many of tiie present day school organizations are still operating under tiie premise 

tiiat tiie teacher is independent and self-sufficient. The educational organization 

minimizes tiie contact between teachers and professional support staff (Bullough, 1989; 
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Glickman et al.. 1998). This isolation and similar practices have led some to conclude 

tiiat teacher success is more a function of tiie organizational environment tiian a teacher's 

experiences in tiie classroom (Glickman et al., 1998). For tiiat reason, educators should 

join forces to examine and ensure tiiat tiie educational environment provides the 

necessary support for a new teacher. Support has proven to be an essential variable in tiie 

equation for new teacher success. 

Throughout the educational training program at tiie university level, pre-service 

teachers receive constant support from both colleagues and mentors as student 

teachers/interns; yet upon indoctrination into the teaching profession, new teachers suffer 

serious withdrawal as they are left without a formal support system for the first time 

(Hemy, 1990; Peter & DuMez, 1997). This void and the resulting isolation leave new 

teachers susceptible to the multiple of challenges and expectations within the educational 

organization. 

Organizational Expectations 

Educational organizations maintain high expectations. New teachers are placed in 

the classroom from day one and are expected to be as effective as veteran teachers while 

providing the same elevated level of enriched leaming experiences to tiie students 

(Glickman et al., 1998; Kestner, 1994; Veenman, 1984). New teachers also face 

expectations from botii administration and parents to achieve immediate expertise 

(Howey & Bents, 1979). Does any other profession expect perfection fi-om a novice to 

rival tiiat of seasoned veterans? As if expecting perfection is not pressure enough, new 
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teachers are expected to accomplish tiiis transformation in schools witii declining 

resources and inadequate facilities (Bullough, 1989; Glickman et al., 1998). Anticipating 

new teacher success witiiout providing tiie proper tools and atmosphere tiirough a 

supportive environment seems ludicrous. 

New teachers must create a productive leaming environment in die classroom 

witiiin tiie first few weeks tiiat facilitates students' tmst, high expectations, and 

establishes an instmctional routine. Without tiie presence of these essential elements it 

will be a difficult year (Littleton & Littieton, 1988). Tmst, high expectations, and routine 

must also be present at the organizational level to ensure new teacher success. 

Individuals within an organization must have a clear understanding of their role and the 

organizational expectations. Research studies have indicated that the organization is 

responsible for molding the individual role expectations to share common beliefs, values, 

and norms (Buchmann, 1990; Bullough, 1989; Cole, 1990; Katz, 1999). Witii tiiis 

responsibility, it should follow that the organization has tiie ability to redesign itself in 

order to provide for the changing needs of new teachers. The organization can create a 

culture tiiat provides a supportive climate for dealing witii tiie multiple challenges 

mentioned earlier. An examination of the stmcture of current policies and practices 

served as a benchmark for future efforts in the area of organizational support. 

Stmcture of Current Policies and Practices 

In order to create a supportive environment for new teachers, four main areas of 

concern must be addressed. These are tiie curtent lack of research in effective induction 
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efforts, tiie element of organizational motivation, and both positive and negative 

induction efforts. 

While policy review and experimentation witii implementation are on the rise, 

even as far back as twenty years ago there is a conspicuous absence in recent research 

dealing witii induction efforts (Merriam, 1983). Even with experimentation and partial 

implementation tiiere have been few studies tiiat have addressed tiie content, context, and 

consequences of mentoring programs (Littie, 1990). The absence of research is botii 

intriguing and puzzling, but there are burgeoning examples in present day research as 

various state mentoring initiatives have been examined, and the results are being applied 

to various models for effective new teacher induction (Villani, 2002). It is interesting to 

note that the organizational infrastmcture was addressed in many instances at the state 

level. Most of the attempts to alter induction practices occur at the most readily available 

echelon of the educational system, the state level. 

Educational systems have begun to recognize tiiat it is part of an organization's 

function to provide administrative supports for the emotional aspects of teaching 

(Hargreaves, 1998). With tiiese supports in place, the organization can turn attention to 

tiae management and design tiiat affects motivation (Rosenholz, 1989). When a new 

teacher has a firm foundation tiiat is providing botii emotional support and motivation, 

tiie level of satisfaction soars. This security is not easily attained and tiiere are multiple 

pitfalls which are evident in tiie negative attempts at induction. 

Even tiiough induction efforts have been gaining momentum for tiie past twenty 

years, curtent induction endeavors are widespread but effective implementation is 
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sporadic at best (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2000). Many educational organizations have 

made valiant efforts, but tiiere remains a serious need for quality induction programs 

(Dariing-Hammond & Sclan, 1996). An example of implementation failure was evident 

in a recent study concerning mentor training where seventy-one percent of tiie mentors 

had received no formal training and only twenty-nine percent had received training from 

a local or district program (Brock & Grady, 1998). Formal training has been shown to be 

a cmcial component yet its implementation lags behind. A tme relationship with tiie 

mentor is anotiier key component to effective induction efforts. Shulman and Colbert 

(1987) identified ineffective mentoring efforts to be when tiie relationships are expected 

to occur over a significant distance and across different campuses, grade levels, subjects, 

and belief systems. While tiiese are negative examples of induction efforts, otiier 

attempts have achieved relative success. 

Breeding (1998) confirmed that weekly meetings between tiie mentor and a new 

teacher proved successful in the induction process but it was imperative that both parties 

agree to this component. As previously mentioned, researchers have shown that ongoing, 

long-term mentoring experiences are much more beneficial and effective for all parties 

involved (Brock & Grady, 1998). The same study indicated the necessity for an extensive 

orientation that thoroughly explains the practices, policies, procedures, and multiple 

classroom observations throughout tiie year. In contradiction to tiie attempts tiiat have 

been made by state organizations to implement induction on the statewide level. Brock 

and Grady (1998) stated that a formal structure is essential, but it must be accompUshed 

at tiie local campus level in order to achieve tiie desired level of effectiveness. 
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The educational organization has made great strides in the last century, and it 

appears to be poised on tiie brink of yet anotiier transformation. The organizational 

expectations for new teachers are greater tiian ever before, and tiie current stmctures of 

policies and practices have received mixed reviews with varying degrees of success. If 

tiie time has come for tiie implementation of effective new teacher induction programs, it 

will require tiie cooperation and collaboration of each and every stakeholder in tiie 

organization. 

Summary 

Whetiier from tiie perspective of a new teacher, educational leader, or tiie 

educational organization, upon review of tiie relevant literature tiiere was a recurrent 

tiieme tiiat new teachers must be nurtured within a supportive environment. Previous 

induction efforts have focused on tiie technical aspects of teaching but tiie new breed of 

educators requires a system that provides emotional stability as well. Dependence upon 

the educational system to provide multi-faceted support dictates the need to examine the 

system and derive iimovative methods that may result in a real shift in the culture and not 

just an attempt to re-glaze the stmctural surface of the educational environment. 

Where should this process of cultural change begin? A majority of states have 

implemented some fashion of a mentor support system for new teachers. These programs 

have varying levels of success and each system has stmctured die induction efforts to 

meet its own perceived needs of new teachers. If each state can alter tiie plan for its 
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situation, tiien each individual disti-ict and campus should do tiie same. This is where tiie 

local leadership plays an integral role. 

The superintendent, principal, or otiier educational leader must shape and mold an 

induction experience tiiat is specific to tiie local context and meets tiie individual needs of 

new teachers while at tiie same time focusing on tiie ultimate goal of providing a superior 

education for tiie students. The educational leader serves as tiie fulcmm between tiie 

needs and expectations of new teachers and tiie needs and expectations of the educational 

environment. With such a cmcial responsibility, why is the research lacking in this 

realm? As agents of local change, tiie educational leader can have an impact on tiiese 

induction efforts and help to ensure the continuance of quality education. 

This review of literature addressed many questions, yet gaps remained in the 

scope of the participative role of the educational leader. Contrary to a majority of 

researchers, some authors believe that the mentor relationship should be left to form 

naturally, almost spontaneously (Davis, 2001). A majority of the research indicated that 

this was not the case and educational leaders must step forward to direct future induction 

efforts. There were still many questions to be answered. What role does the educational 

leader play in the new teacher induction process? How does the leader effect cultural 

change and provide for all of the new teacher's needs and expectations while balancing 

tiie organizational needs and expectations? If cultural change is often instigated through 

stmctiiral alterations, what are the examples of effective implementation leading to 

cultural metamorphosis? What specific educational leader actions, behaviors, and 

attitiides lead to successful new teacher induction efforts? The examination of tiiese 
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questions provided a deeper understanding of tiie educational leader's role in effective 

new teacher induction programs. 

Retum now to the memory-invoking questions stated at the beginning of tiiis 

chapter. Who qualifies as a mentor? How does the relationship begin? Who/what 

instigates the relationship? The answers to these questions reveal tiie significant impact 

tiiat mentors can make in personal and professional development. The relationships that 

ensue are invaluable. 

The heavy responsibility of providing such a relationship for new teachers falls 

within the influential domain of the educational leader. These leaders may have more in 

common with Odysseus than previously imagined. Odysseus requested that Mentor look 

after his son and his estate, his two most important assets. In schools, mentors are asked 

to shoulder the responsibilities of "advisor and counselor" and to ensure die success of 

new teachers. That mentoring relationship resembles that of a surrogate parent for a 

young child. The school campus, leaming community, or "estate," is also one of the 

educational leader's most valuable assets. Botii assets are intertwined as educational 

leaders strive toward tiie ultimate goal, continual provision for educational success. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

Effective qualitative and quantitative research endeavors require the selection of 

appropriate and efficient methodological tools. One must assess the task and utilize the 

appropriate tool to achieve a greater degree of understanding. What was this research 

task? According to an extensive review of the literature, there is cause for concem about 

the future of the public educational system. Specifically, the number and availability of 

certified personnel to fill the increasing number of teacher vacancies is at an all-time low 

(Darling-Hammond & Sclan, 1996; Billingsley & Cross, 1992). There are a multitude of 

attrition factors that contribute to this dilemma but this research focused on the role and 

responsibility assumed by the educational leader. The soaring attrition rate is not entirely 

witiiin the educational leader's realm of influence but research studies have indicated tiiat 

tiie provision of a supportive environment is a necessity (Katz, 1999; Glickman, 1998). 

Attempts to create tiie appropriate environment tiu-ough the implementation of induction 

programs and mentoring systems have been on tiie rise; unfortunately, tiiese efforts have 

only been moderately successftil (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2000). Educational leaders play 

an integral role in many facets of tiie educational organizational structure, and it follows 

tiiat tiiey assume many responsibilities in tiie induction spectmm as well. 

Vomberg (2000) identified a systems model as tiie organizational stmcture 

adopted by tiie Texas Education Agency. In tiiis tiieoretical model, organizational 
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systems consist of botii stmctural (organizational) and individual factions. In order to 

attain systemic harmony and productivity, tiie distance between tiie two must be 

minimized. The educational leader acts as a medium to achieve this goal. 

Therefore, the task of tiiis research was to provide a greater understanding of the 

role of the educational leader in effective new teacher induction. Based on relevant 

systems theory and tiie current state of teacher availability, the role of tiie educational 

leader in effective induction was examined from the perspective of the leader, the new 

teacher, and the organization. This researcher hypothesized tiiat the educational leader 

can have an impact on retention of new teachers in the organization by providing a 

supportive environment leading to individual job satisfaction and successful 

organizational performance. 

This study attempted to discover a deeper understanding of the educational 

leader's role in the induction process, thus this task was qualitative in nature and the 

proper qualitative tools were utilized. 

Rationale 

Why was this research best addressed from tiie qualitative perspective? The 

answer to tiiat question was derived through an examination of the design, advantages, 

and disadvantages of utilizing tiiis approach. 

Qualitative research attempts to enhance understanding and explain how 

individuals interpret the worid within tiieir own natural setting (Janesick, 1994; Lincoln, 

1990). This research focused on understanding tiie individual viewpoints of botii leaders 
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and new teachers, while revealing botii participants' perceptions of tiie educational 

leader's role in effective new teacher induction experiences. The detailed explanation 

and description of tiie design procedures provided guidelines for botii cun-ent and future 

research (Janesick, 2000). The attention to detail and deeper understanding led to a 

clearer picture of tiie intricacies inherent in utilizing effective new teacher mentoring 

practices. 

Understanding is tiie emphasis of qualitative research (Bogdan & Bilken, 1992; 

Van Mannen, 1990). Janesick (2000) identified tiie focus of quahtative research as an 

understanding of tiie whole picture, hi this study, the participants' lives and interactions 

were understood on tiieir terms and from their own personal perspectives (Janesick, 

2000). The educational leader's actions, behaviors, and attitudes throughout the 

induction process were examined from multiple perspectives, each of which led to a 

deeper, more comprehensive understanding of the educational leader's role in effective 

new teacher induction. Flick (1998) stated that the qualitative researcher uses technique 

variations and tested procedures to understand the complexity of a study. Once again, 

identifying the appropriate tool is a cmcial step. 

Berg (2001) wrote, "In fact, the case method is an extremely useful technique for 

researching relationships, behaviors, attitudes, motivations, and stressors in 

organizational settings" (p. 233). All of these aspects are essential to the examination and 

understanding of tiie educational leader's role in effective induction practices; therefore 

tills study was based on the case study model. In order to adhere to tiie model, first it was 

clearly described. Berg (2001) wrote, "Case study metiiods involve systematically 
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gatiiering enough information about a particular person, social setting, event, or group to 

permit tiie researcher to effectively understand how it operates or functions" (p. 225). A 

degree of familiarity and understanding of tiie case study as a researcher's tool was 

extremely beneficial. 

According to Stake (2000), researchers can utilize case studies to examine a 

single case or a few cases tiiat are representative of the larger population, but tiie tme 

value of a case stiidy lies in the ability to refine tiieory and suggest complexities for 

future investigation. The theoretical basis for this study has been previously discussed 

and tiie intent of this research was to develop a clearer understanding of tiie tiieoretical 

basis so that practitioners can employ effective new teacher induction methods. 

Stake (2000, 1995) identified the intrinsic, the instmmental, and the collective as 

three types of case studies. The intrinsic study examines a single case in hopes of gaining 

a better understanding of that solitary case. The instmmental case is still a single 

representative case, but it is examined in hopes of gaining insight into a larger issue or 

theory. A collective case study consists of multiple instmmental cases that are selected in 

order to understand a specific phenomenon or condition. In a collective case study, the 

cases may be selected because of similarities or dissimilarities, but the intent is to 

examine multiple cases in hopes of a broader understanding of the big picture. Collective 

case studies are examples of multi-site qualitative research tiiat allow for tiie evaluation 

of programs at multiple levels (Herriot & Firestone, 1983). This study sampled multiple 

cases from different perspectives in order to enhance tiie understanding of the effective 

induction practices utilized by educational leaders. 
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Yin (1994) stated tiiat case studies can be classified as exploratory, explanatory, 

or descriptive. In an exploratory case study, tiie field work and data collection are 

completed prior to the statement of the research question; therefore tiie question evolves 

from tiie data. The explanatory case study attempts to establish a causal link which is 

extremely difficult when multiple factors are involved. This study was descriptive in 

nature. A descriptive case study begins with a theoretical framework and a research 

question. The educational leader's role in effective induction was identified as the unit of 

analysis and focus of this research. This study was theoretically grounded and the data 

will be logically linked to the theory through tiie establishment of specific criteria utilized 

for the interpretation of the findings. This case study was descriptive in nature as it 

examined aspects of the relationship and supportive environment provided by educational 

leaders in effective new teacher induction efforts (Brock & Grady, 1998; Fischer, 1993). 

Strengths of tiiis case study lay in the rich detail from multiple perspectives, the 

discovery and understanding gained through the examination of the relationship between 

a new teacher and the educational leader, the utilization of inductive reasoning and 

interpretation practices, and the use of multiple methods and viewpoints to triangulate 

accurate conclusions. 

Berg (2001) stated tiiat the case study metiiod or strategy provides a wealth of 

information and great detail. For years, tiie case study has been utilized in qualitative 

research to provide a written description of tiie problem or situation for an in-deptii 

analysis (McDade, 1995). Qualitative research identifies tiie intricacies of flie 

environment from the perspective of tiie actual participants which allows a view into tiie 
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inner dynamics of tiie situation tiiat is often unavailable to tiie outsider (Taylor & 

Bogdan, 1998; Bogdan & Bilken, 1992; Van Manen, 1990). This case study relied on 

perspectives from tiie viewpoints of educational leaders, new teachers, and the 

educational organization. 

Looking through the lens from each perspective allowed this researcher to 

discover and attain deeper understanding of tiie relationship between the educational 

leader and the new teacher that develops throughout the induction process. Observing the 

previously unobserved is tiie primary purpose of this strategy and case study research is 

adept at leading to discovery (Shaughnessy & Zechmeister, 1990). Janesick (2000) 

pointed to qualitative research as especially effective in examining relationships from 

both the systemic and cultural perspectives resulting in a deeper understanding of the 

social setting. One of the keys to the effectiveness of this case study lay in its ability to 

examine the multiple relationships that exist at the personal level between die educational 

leader and the new teacher as well as the implications at the organizational level. 

Another strength lay in the inductive characteristics utilized in the case study 

strategy. By its very nature, a case study examines the specific facts and details of a 

single case, or multiple representative cases, in hopes of discovering an understanding of 

the bigger picture. Since the stage is not set witii predetermined expectations, the 

researcher is free to record everything and tiien participate in an inductive data analysis 

(Bogdan & Bilken, 1992; Patton, 1990). The conclusions emerge from tiie data instead 

of requiring tiiat data fit tiie pre-established mold. 
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The final major advantage of tiiis case study design lay in its built-in ability to 

provide validity tiirough tiie practice of triangulation. Yin (1994) stated that tiie case 

study strategy can concentrate on an individual, group, or community while utilizing 

numerous data gathering techniques like documents and interviews. The specific 

triangulation metiiods will be discussed later in tiiis chapter, but for now it is imperative 

to note that tiiis case study was dependent upon multiple sources of data in order to 

maintain the integrity of the research. 

The case study, like all metiiods and strategies, has botii strengtiis and 

weaknesses. While tiie case sttidy provides a great deal of understanding, tiie researcher 

must strive to discover and interpret results tiiat are generalizable, objective, and actually 

worthwhile, significant contributions to the body of knowledge (Berg, 2001). 

There are some researchers, like Stake (2000), who place a greater emphasis on 

the individuality and uniqueness of a case tiian on the generalizability. While this 

collective case study focused on a few select cases and undoubtedly revealed unique 

characteristics, the purpose of this research was to attain a degree of practical 

understanding for a majority of educational leaders. Berg (2001) also stated tiiat tiie case 

study will be generalizable if it actually describes a larger population and not just the 

individual cases within the study. The results of this study were examined and 

scmtinized in hopes of establishing a link to the greater population of educational leaders 

who desire to practice effective induction for new teachers. Attempts to bolster 

generalizability in case studies have been successful when the collective case study 
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design has been implemented (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Vaughan, 1992; Herriot & 

Firestone, 1983). 

When a researcher acts as the research tool, as is the case in qualitative research, 

there is often a criticism that the research lacks objectivity. As the researcher becomes 

engulfed in the case study there is a tendency to lean toward subjectivity and away from 

objectivity. In order to resist tiiis predisposition toward subjectivity, the objectivity 

within a case study may be enhanced by tiie researcher's ability to clearly define the 

procedmes allowing future researchers tiie opportunity to accurately replicate die design 

(Berg, 2001). The attention to detail within this case study sustained a high degree of 

objectivity. 

Possibly the greatest pitfall to the case study design lies in the determination of 

worth and value to tiie existing body of knowledge. This descriptive case study will 

adhered to die tiieoretical principles of the systems theory mentioned previously while 

attempting to reveal a deeper understanding of the educational leader's role in 

maintaining the intricate balance between relationship and job satisfaction for new 

teachers and tiie expectations from tiie educational organization. The tme value was in 

tiie results. A deeper understanding of die necessary components supplied educational 

leaders with tiie tools to provide an effective induction experience for new teachers. 

Research Ouestion 

Qualitative researchers must begin with a specific question, "What do I want to 

know in tills study?" (Janesick, 2000, p. 382). Stake (2000) posed the question, "What 
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can be learned here that a researcher needs to know" (p. 440). Botii researchers agree 

that the case study must revolve around a small number of clear questions. Janesick 

(2000) proceeded to point to tiie researcher's curiosity, often times passion, for die topic 

followed by the selection of the appropriate methods for the research. While the 

questions are clear and concise, the qualitative researcher is obligated to alter and refine 

the questions, as necessary, to achieve crystal clarity. There was a specific research 

question for this case study. In effective new teacher induction, what is the role of the 

educational leader? 

First, it is essential to understand the components of an "effective" new teacher 

induction program. Environmental, collegial, and administrative support is critical. A 

supportive environment is at the heart of an effective new teacher induction program 

(Billingsley & Cross, 1992; Darling-Hammond & Sclan, 1996; Rosenholz, 1989). The 

supportive environment provides multiple opportunities for communication, personal and 

professional relationship development, and sustained induction efforts throughout die 

first year (Hargreaves, 1998; Brock & Grady, 1998; Pianta 1997, 1999). Collegial 

support is evident with frequent opportunities for mentor and new teacher conferences, 

pedagogical advice, and continuous constmctive feedback (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2000; 

Breeding, 1998). Administrative support is apparent through recurrent communication of 

praise and guidance, implementation and maintenance of established procedures, and a 

well-defined stmcture (Sergiovanni, 1995; Billingsley & Cross, 1992; Cole, 1990; 

Rosenholz, 1989). 
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This research question could have been addressed from multiple viewpoints, but 

tills case study concentrated on tiie perspectives of educational leaders, new teachers, and 

tiie educational organization. Studies have indicated that new teachers value personal 

relationships witii colleagues as well as tiie educational leader (Brock & Grady, 1998; 

Rosenholz, 1989). Educational leaders are expected to provide a supportive environment 

conducive to professional growtii and well-being (Sergiovanni, 1995; Lee, 1994; Chester, 

1992). While the element of support must be present, many times the organization 

conveys the expectation of immediate perfection from new teachers (Glickman, 1998). 

How do educational leaders succeed with such a multitude of expectations? Since each 

entity views the role of the educational leader through a different lens, this case study 

sought both commonalities and differences from multiple perspectives to aid educational 

leaders in the preparation, implementation, and continuation of effective new teacher 

induction practices. 

Within a case study, it is necessary to provide definitions for the terms that were 

used in the research. The operational definitions provide conceptual clarity and allow the 

reader to measure the existence and appropriateness of a particular concept in the case 

study (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 1996). Berg (2001) noted that the practice of 

operationally defining terms allows everyone to be on tiie same level of understanding as 

tiie researcher determines the meaning that is to be applied throughout tiie research. As 

previously stated in Chapter I, the following definitions applied throughout tiiis study. 

Educational leader: This professional educator could be a district superintendent, 

campus principal, department head, or anyone m a supervisory role that is charged with 
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tiie responsibility of implementation and maintenance of a supportive environment for 

new teachers. 

New teacher/inductee/mentee: This is a teacher who has been in the profession 

less than one year. A new teacher may be a recent graduate embarking on his or her 

initial career or a non-traditional professional embracing a second-career. 

Induction: This is the process of indoctrinating and supporting new teachers in 

the educational profession. 

Educational organization: This organization actually consists of students, parents, 

teachers, administrators, community members, and legislators. For the purpose of tiiis 

research study, the educational organization was represented by the state agenc}' that 

represents the widest range of stakeholders in public education. The organizational 

perspective complemented the individual perspectives of educational leaders and new 

teachers. 

T.E.A.: The organizational entity in Texas is the Texas Education Agency which 

is responsible for tiie general stmcture and accountability of tiie state educational system. 

TxBESS: The Texas Beginning Educator Support System. This is tiie program 

tiiat has been implemented by T.E.A. to aide in tiie development and support of new 

teachers. 

Systems Thinking: A mindset or theory used for examining an organizational 

stmcture. In systems theory, tiiere are multiple participants and perspectives providing 

continual input and output in the system. The systems tiiinker must be ever-cognizant of 

each faction in order to work toward systemic healtii and harmony. 
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Snowballing: Snowballing occurred when tiie researcher had identified certain 

respondent characteristics or attributes that were beneficial to die study and, through 

recommendations and interviews witii tiiose educators in the field, a pool of perspective 

respondents was accumulated. 

Purposive sampling: Purposive sampling occurred as the researcher used a 

specialized knowledge of tiie field to select individuals that possessed the characteristics 

or attributes of interest to the study. 

Context 

This collective and descriptive case study took place witiiin some of the larger 

districts in a western region of Texas. The population for the interviews in this case 

study was limited to a region in West Texas where a majority of campuses are mral and 

the largest metropolitan city contains approximately two hundred thousand people. The 

participants were selected from elementary and secondary schools from the larger 

districts in the region. Researchers have identified advantages in smaller schools with 

populations below three hundred that may lead toward naturally occurring mentoring 

circumstances (Shapiro, Benjamin, & Hunt, 1995; Sergiovanni, 1995; Meier, 1996). 

Teachers in smaller schools develop a closer working relationship with their colleagues, 

tiius revealing the inherent proclivity of smaller schools to provide a supportive 

environment (Rockwell, 1997). Small school advantages could have served as 

limitations in this study; tiierefore tiiis research focused on larger campuses in tiie region. 

The minimum campus population of three hundred was derived fi-om the previously 
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mentioned research and the maximum population of two tiiousand was the largest campus 

population in the region (Snapshot, 2001). The focus on larger campus populations was 

an effort to accentuate any influential role of the educational leader in effective new 

teacher induction practices. 

The research question was the main contributing factor to the site selection 

(Flick, 1998). Since the desire in this study was to examine the educational leader's role 

in effective induction, it was necessary to choose a location that could supply the 

appropriate data. Berg (2001) stated, "In education, case studies of interest include both 

unique people and programs and special programming or their commonality" (p. 225). 

This case study fell within tiiose parameters. As previously mentioned, the Texas 

education agency, T.E.A., had adopted a systems model as a basis for tiie organizational 

processes (Vomberg, 2000). This theoretical basis, when coupled with the state's attempt 

to implement an effective induction program, TxBESS, formed the most appropriate 

foundation for tiiis case smdy. Multiple sites in various districts were utilized. This 

study focused on die individual, possibly unique, efforts by educational leaders to yield 

an effective induction experience, and tiiese observations were compared to die 

perspectives from tiie TxBESS program in order to provide tiie organizational point of 

view. 

Following tiie identification of tiie site it was imperative to discuss die metiiods 

tiiat were utilized to select tiie participants. This case study was dependant on data 

gatiiered from educational leaders, new teachers, and TxBESS archives. Accurate data 

collection from the leaders and new teachers relied on appropriate sampling procedures. 
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Qualitative researchers can utilize a wide array of sampling techniques, two of which are 

purposive and snowball sampling (Berg, 2001). These techniques are later discussed in 

greater detail, but for now an overview is appropriate. This research employed a hybrid 

of these two techniques. Purposive sampling occurs when the researcher uses a 

specialized knowledge of tiie field to select individuals tiiat possess the characteristics or 

attributes of interest to the study. The main limitation to purposive sampling lies in the 

inability to generalize to the greater population, so it was used in tandem with 

snowballing to add credibility to the selection of respondents. Berg (2001) stated tiiat 

snowballing occurs when the researcher uses an established informant to lead to 

additional informants. Other researchers often refer to this original informant as a guide. 

Once the researchers have identified certain respondent characteristics or attributes that 

may be beneficial to the study, they build on the relationship with the initial guide to 

open avenues with additional respondents (Peshkin, 1988). Through recommendations 

and interviews with those educators in the field, a pool of perspective respondents was 

accumulated. This process was utilized to select both educational leaders and new 

teachers. 

Specific procedures guided this research. As a professor in tibie education 

department at a local university, this researcher had established professional relationships 

witii university educators in the fields of pre-service teacher and leadership training. This 

researcher conducted a brief interview outiining the parameters of an effective new 

teacher induction experience and solicited recommendations for appropriate respondents. 

From tiie pool of perspective participants, respondent pairs consisting of one educational 
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leader and one new teacher were selected from five different sites. The educational 

leader and new teacher provided different perspectives of the same induction program. 

Many facets of this setting were important to this case study. As previously 

mentioned, tiie organizational stmcture of T.E.A. was directiy linked to the tiieoretical 

foundation of tiiis research. From tiie organizational perspective, one faction of T.E.A 

dealt directiy witii new teacher induction. Though participation was not state mandated, 

approximately one-tenth of new teachers in the state were served by TxBESS in the first 

year. Since a portion of those participants resided in this region of west Texas, the 

organizational presence could be examined. 

Establishing a link was one step, but it was meaningless if the site was 

unavailable. Berg (2001) stated that a researcher must be concemed with available 

access, available and appropriate targeted respondents, and available and applicable 

programs, people, and stmctures tiiat fit withm the focus of the research. This researcher 

gained access to the educational leaders and new teachers through recommendations from 

professional trainers of educators. Within tiie region, tiiere were an adequate number of 

qualified respondents, educational leaders and new teachers tiiat had either recentiy 

implemented effective induction practices or participated in said programs. The previous 

techniques ensured an appropriate selection process. 

The selection was botii appropriate and practical. The possibility of being granted 

access to the schools was greater due to previous professional experiences. As an 

evaluator of pre-service teachers in many local school districts, tiiis researcher had gauied 

access to schools on numerous occasions. The focal region was local and tiie rapport 
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witii the respondents was enhanced by similar career experiences and a common goal to 

identify effective new teacher induction practices. The inexpensive nature of tiie data 

gathering process was also a practical consideration. 

Etiiical and methodological integrity were also essential to tiiis research. As 

mentioned, tiiis researcher had previous professional relationships witii possible 

respondents. In order to maintain purity and prevent bias, die respondents for tiiis 

research were limited to those referrals received tiirough recommendations. Any possible 

respondent with a previous professional relationship witii the researcher was excluded 

from consideration. 

These tiieoretical, practical, and ethical considerations combined to form the 

foimdation for a strong case study. 

Data Sources 

The trio of data sources in this case study consisted of educational leaders, new 

teachers, and TxBESS archives. The educational leaders were directiy involved in 

ongoing effective induction practices, while the teachers had completed an effective 

induction experience as "new" teachers within tiie past few years. TxBESS data 

consisted of training manuals and video tapes utilized in the TxBESS program. Each 

source conti-ibuted a unique perspective on tiie role of the educational leader in effective 

new teacher induction while providing tiie opportunity for ongoing triangulation of data. 

The concept will be discussed at a later time but die essence of triangulation was honored 

tiirough tiie gatiiering of data from three different perspectives. 
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By utilizing triangulation through multiple data collection strategies and sources, 

the research design was strengthened and reliability was enhanced. The perspectives of 

leaders, teachers, and the organization provided a variety of data sources from the same 

realm leading to a better understanding of die situation (Newman & Benz, 1998). The 

educational leader provided a direct data source as one who carries the responsibility of 

effective new teacher induction on his or her campus. The new teacher provided a 

secondary source as one who had recentiy benefited from an effective induction program. 

Educational leaders and new teachers supplied both personal and rich data, while the 

TxBESS archives offered an alternative source of data from the organizational, almost 

clinical, perspective. 

As with any research, sampling metiiods were cmcial to successful discovery. 

According to Stake (2000), even tiiough case studies are representative of a greater 

population of cases, it is not advisable, even witiiin large collective case studies, for the 

researcher to utilize a random selection process. The researcher must identify tiie specific 

attributes in accordance with die focus of the case study (Stake, 2000). This 

identification of the pertinent characteristics requires an active role and clear objective. 

Purposeful sampling requires the selection of cases that illuminate tiie intricacies of the 

research question while providing a wealtii of information (Patton, 1990). A purposive 

sample also provides variety and opportunity for study (Stake, 2000). Recall from earlier 

discussion tiiat tiiis case study employed a hybrid between purposeful and snowball 

sampling procedures. Once tiie researcher had identified tiie necessary respondent 

characteristics, conversations witii veteran professional educators led to 
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recommendations of future respondents (Berg, 2001). Dialoging witii local practitioners 

led to die identification of appropriate educational leaders and new teachers for the data 

gathering process. 

As previously stated, purposive and snowball sampling require die researcher to 

identify the pertinent respondent characteristics. All tiiree data sources are represented in 

die theoretical systems thinking model by Getzels and Guba. In this case study, 

educational leaders and new teachers had been identified as personal respondents while 

the TxBESS archives served as an impersonal, organizational data source. Each 

component of this study represented a high stakes shareholder in die process of effective 

induction. Educational leaders want continued success for new teachers and new 

teachers desire to survive the first year and grow professionally, while the organization 

wants to ensure that new teachers are not statistics of attrition in the near future. All three 

sources were explored for references to components of an effective new teacher induction 

experience. Was tiiere evidence of a supportive environment? Was it ongoing and 

stmcmred? Where the expectations communicated? Is tiiere evidence of relationship 

development? Questions like these allowed die researcher to identify and communicate 

characteristics pertinent to the purposeful and snowballing sampling procedures. 

Once tiie appropriate sampling procedures were in place, the researcher 

considered die sample size. Unlike quantitative research, qualitative research does not 

concenti-ate on a certain number of cases in order to achieve wortiiwhile research. Often 

times, qualitative research consists of a single case or small number of cases because the 

intent is to understand die greater population by examining tiie representative case (Stake, 
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2000). Even in a small collective case study tiiere is greater emphasis on balance and 

variety than on attribute sampling (Stake, 2000). This collective case study focused on 

five educational leaders and five new teachers. Since variety and balance were crucial, 

the respondents were selected from all levels of elementary and secondary educational 

environments. The TxBESS data were gathered from training videos and manuals. 

Through disciplined adherence to tiie planned case study methods, inferences were made 

from the small group to the greater population (Berg, 2001). 

The generalization, or inference, of the results was the greatest anticipated 

weakness of this case study design. The utilization of purposeful sampling alone would 

have been a limitation, but the negative effects were lessened by the application of 

snowball sampling procedures. These procedures allowed the researcher to make use of 

previous professional educational experiences to enhance the process. 

Snowballing and purposeful sampling were dependent upon tiie researcher's skills 

and the respondent's ability to point the researcher toward effective data sources. This 

case study was only as strong as the weakest link; therefore the definitions and focus of 

tills research were clearly communicated to all. Each source clearly understood the 

concept of effective induction and the language was clear and concise. 

The small number of respondents was only a concem if tiiere was not a sufficient 

degree of balance and variety. The educational leader and new teacher respondents were 

representatives of the greater population. Critics of case study research point to tiie fact 

tiiat tills study examined only five pairs of respondents. This perceived weakness was 

actually a strengtii. Donmoyer (1990) explained tiiat tiie small number of respondents in 
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a case study actually provides greater insight by enhancing accessibility, perspective, and 

decreased defensiveness. The small number of respondents allowed this study to provide 

greater understanding of die educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction. 

The final sampling difficulty lay in the nature of the TxBESS documentation. 

The tt-aining manuals and videos were created witii a specific intent. If that intent was to 

tt-ain current teachers as mentors for new teachers, what was conveyed about the 

educational leader's role? The TxBESS archival data were sufficient for this case study. 

Data Collection 

Once the data sources were determined, it was appropriate to concentrate on data 

collection procedures. Many qualitative research studies depend on an eclectic variety of 

data collection strategies including participant observation, interviews, and document 

analysis (Marshall & Rossman, 1995; Bogdan & Bilken, 1992; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

The specific data collection techniques are determined by the research question (Berg, 

2001). The research question in this study addressed the role of the educational leader in 

effective new teacher induction. Since the role of the leader could vary, depending on 

perspective, multiple viewpoints were examined. The examination of the research 

question from multiple angles and multiple methods tiiat complement one anotiier is 

called triangulation (Flick, 1998; Denzin, 1989b). Throughout die exercise and 

application of multiple modes of data collection tiie researcher acts as the primary data-

gatiiering instmment (Bogdan & Bilken, 1992; Patton, 1990). Thompson (1994) also 

suggested tiiat die researcher should be involved in botii insttiiment design and data 
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collection. Witii such a vital role tiie researcher must make every effort to maintain a 

high standard of etiiical principles. Smitii (1990) identified etiiically based decisions, 

contribution to the knowledge base, respondent anonymity, and participant consent as a 

few of the principles that require high standards in qualitative research. Qualitative 

researchers are involved in every aspect of data collection. Since the research can only 

be as valid as the researcher, exemplary standards must be maintained. 

The main method of data collection in this study was interviews. The interview is 

another area in which the qualitative researcher plays an interactive role with the 

respondents (Fontana & Frey, 2000). The purpose of the interviewi&jo provide 

description, detail, and context of the situation (Sorrell & Redmond, 1995). Gliner and 

Morgan (2000) pointed to the common use of this oral exercise in qualitative research as 

the interview process allows for data gathering on perceptions, feelings, and attitudes. 

These tenets of the interview identified it as the appropriate tool for the examination of 

die educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction from the perspectives of 

both leaders and new teachers. While conversation may be a daily occurrence, die 

interview is nota natural means of communication (Berg, 2001). A well-constmcted 

interview may entail probes that reveal the respondent's perspectives on tiie phenomenon 

and lead die interviewer to the discovery of a deeper understanding (Taylor & Bogdan, 

1998; Sortell & Redmond, 1995; Patton, 1990). 

There are limitations to gatiiering data tiirough tiie interview process. Some of tiie 

strengths of an interview can turn to weaknesses if left unchecked. The sheer volume of 

data and die researcher's own personal involvement can skew the results. McCracken 
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(1988, p. 12) wrote, "This intimate acquaintance with one's own culture can create as 

much blindness as insight." If the researchers are too close to the culture, it can be 

detrimental to personal objectivity. Researchers must exhibit caution and maintain focus 

and objectivity in order to sift through the plethora of interview data and arrive at 

accurate observations and interpretations. Finally, the data that are retrieved from an 

interview are only as valid as the questions tiiat generated the responses (Glesne, 1999). 

The plan for ensuring interview schedule validity is discussed later in greater detail. This 

study was designed in light of these interview limitations. 

The interview is a multi-faceted tool. Interview classifications consist of 

standardized, un-stand^dized, and semi-standardized (Berg, 2001; Babbie, 1995; Denzin, 

1978). In a standardized interview, the researcher already has a good idea of tiie types of 

responses tiiat will be generated and plans questions that will yield neariy all of die 

relevant information (Schwartz & Jacobs, 1979). Unforttmately, tiie stmctured interview 

performs poorly in efforts to draw out die emotional aspects of a situation (Fontana & 

Frey, 2000). Unstmctured interviews supply an abundance of information but they are 

difficult to focus. The semi-standardized interview is conducted by asking numerous pre

determined questions, in a systematic order, constantiy probing for additional clarity and 

detail in die responses (Berg, 2001). This study utilized a semi-standardized interview. 

There are tiu-ee assumptions for the semi-standardized interview. The first two 

assumptions address tiie interview from different perspectives. The researcher must 

remember tiiat tiie respondents understand tiieir worids in different ways and die 

interview must be approached from die subject's perspective by using unscheduled 
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probes (Berg, 2001). The tiiird assumption is tiiat tiie questions must be worded in a 

vemacular tiiat is relevant to tiie respondents (Berg, 2001; Schwartz & Jacobs, 1979). 

The questions in die interview were die deciding factor between effective data 

collection and meaningless conversation. The research questions in this case study were 

patterned after tiie four types described by Berg (2001). Questions can be essential, 

extra, tiirow away, or probing. The essential questions seek substantive responses to aid 

in answering the research question, while the extra questions are designed to verify the 

reliability and consistency of the responses. Throw away questions are used to establish 

rapport or seek demographic data, while the probing questions draw out additional, 

meaningful responses. This concemed researcher made certain to design each of the 

questions within those four classifications while carefully addressing die following 

characteristics. Berg (2001) stated that die individual questions should be effectively 

worded, properly sequenced, void of double-barreled meaning, and not overly complex. 

The schedule of questions was assessed against a checklist to ensure appropriateness. 

Chadwick, Bahr, and Albrecht (1984) provided die mbric. Are all of the questions 

necessary for testing the hypothesis? Do the questions prompt the desired response? Is 

die language appropriate for the respondent? Are there any problem questions? Is the 

interview motivating for the participant? Adherence to this model of questioning 

provided die stmcture for tiie interview, but it remained tiie researcher's responsibility to 

conduct an effective interview. 

An effective interview experience depends heavily on die ability of die researcher 

to estabUsh rapport (Fontana & Frey, 2000; Babbie, 1995). A first impression is a 
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powerful ingredient, and die researcher must dress appropriately and maintain a pleasant 

demeanor (Berg, 2001; Fontana & Frey, 2000). These actions do not always ensure 

success, but tiiey remove some of tiie preliminary obstacles. Secondly, die researcher 

must never use die respondent as die means to an end (Reese, 1980). Every effort was 

made to tmly value each participant and leave a positive impression that would remain 

long after the researcher had gone. 

The secondary source of data collection was archival resources. Archival data 

can be eitiier public or private in nature. Public archives were intended for examination 

and viewing by otiiers while private archives were created for a specific group and not 

die general public (Denzin, 1978). In reference to archival data collection, Cunningham 

(1993) stated, "It may take a variety of data to provide insight on organizational events 

and interactions" (p. 139). Variety of data sources is the key. Archival methods can also 

provide insight into the nature of an occurrence (Hodson, 1998). Examination of the 

TxBESS data provided a glimpse at the organizational tone in regards to the educational 

leader's role in effective new teacher induction. This insight and variation of 

perspectives complemented the interview data and allowed triangulation in data 

collection. 

Archival data can be collected from multiple sources and this case study 

examined documents and records pertaining to TxBESS and the maintenance of the state 

induction program. Documents can consist of memos, emails, minutes, newsletters, 

diaries, and field notes (Berg, 2001; Hodder, 2000). Memoranda may also contain 

communication clues and an indication of die leadership roles in an organization (Berg, 
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2001). While it was created for a small audience and intended to reach a specific 

population, tiie final source of archival data in tiiis study was classified as a public record 

since it was available to all. This case study examined the training manuals and 

informational videos produced for die TxBESS program in hopes of illuminating the 

organizational perspective (Albrecht, 1985). 

Like otiier data collection metiiods, archival sources have both strengths and 

limitations. Archives provide information tiiat augments the interview, most archives are 

readily available, and archival research is inexpensive (Hodder, 2000). Many quahtative 

researchers appreciate tiie unobtmsive nature of archival research as it allows tiie 

gatiiering of data witiiout some of tiie traditional obstacles (Glesne, 1999; Hashway, 

1988). The main limitation tiiat accompanies tiie use of archival metiiods lies in die 

interpretive challenges tiiat arise in the examination of context (Hodder, 2000). Webb, 

Campbell, Schwartz, and Sechrest (1966) also addressed texttial concerns as tiiey 

examined whetiier tiie information was first or second hand, solicited or unsolicited, and 

edited or unedited. This researcher capitalized on the strengths while exercising caution 

against the limitations of archival data collection so tiiat the primary source of data, die 

interview, was effectively augmented. 

The collection of data for this case study followed a sequential plan resulting in 

answers to the original research question. The process resulted in a greater understandmg 

of effective new teacher induction and the role of the educational leader. An examination 

of the relevant literature revealed a knowledge base and these concepts served as the 

foundation for the selection of data sources and data collection. This researcher 
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identified sources tiirough purposeful and snowball sampling as previously discussed. 

Preliminary areas of focus were determined by die researcher and a schedule of interview 

questions was developed. The schedule of interview questions was validated by a 

committee of experts in die fields of qualitative research, educational leadership, and 

educator preparation. A brief pilot study was conducted. This study consisted of a single 

interview with one educational leader and one new teacher in a similar region. The main 

purpose of this pilot was to autiienticate and refine die interview schedule of questions. 

Question revisions were completed and submitted to die committee for final approval to 

ensure that tiie interview would perform the desired function of effective and efficient 

data collection. Every effort was made to attain participant consent, guard anonymity, 

and maintain rapport with the respondents. During die interviews, the researcher probed 

with questions intended to discover and define the intricacies of the responsibilities of the 

educational leader in effective new teacher induction. The interviews of educational 

leaders and new teachers provided dual perspectives and the organizational viewpoint 

was explored via archival sources. The TxBESS program had produced informational 

notebooks and training manuals with videos for use m the induction of new teachers. 

Interviews and archives provided data for analysis. 

Data Analysis 

Due to its creative nature and die fact tiiat data handling procedures are not 

standardized, die most difficult component of qualitative research is data analysis (Berg, 

2001). The search for a deeper understanding of the situation entails an inductive 
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reasoning process and die researcher must permit tiiemes, categories, and patterns to 

emerge from die data to reveal meaning instead of forcing die results into a pre

determined pattern (Janesick, 2000; Patton, 1990). Glesne (1998) advised the qualitative 

researcher to employ tiie use of a coding systemjbat allows for a specific focus in die 

abyss of data. Coding procedures used in tandem witii participant interaction produce 

effective data analysis. In collective case studies, qualitative researchers often interact by 

discussing the data, interpretations, and future possibilities with the respondents (Stake, 

2000). The utilization of participant interpretations may also be referred to as bracketing 

(Denzin, 1989a). These practices of member checking and audit trails aided in 

maintaining an honest research foundation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Glaser, 1969). 

In tills case study, the interviews were recorded, transcribed, and submitted to the 

respondents for both clarification and limited interpretation. The respondent and 

researcher interpretations were used in the coding process. The archival data were 

examined in a similar manner without the element of member checkmg. The data analysis 

was stmctured after the constant comparison method (Glaser, 1969). Open coding of the 

interview tt:anscriptions and archives allowed pattems to emerge from die data (Berg, 

2001). Data were coded into categories and dien compared to tiiemes in previous 

research and new tiiemes tiiat emerged from die data (Glaser, 1969). By its very nattire, 

die data analysis in qualitative research is constantiy changing and evolving tiiroughout 

tiie process (Janesick, 2000). 

All methods of analysis have botii advantages and disadvantages. The 

examination of tiie personal perspective from diose leaders and teachers who have 
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is an 

actually experienced effective induction was relevant. The respondents had a fresh 

outlook on die inductive process and tiiis prevented the researcher's tendency to lean i 

dictatorial metiiods of analysis. Janesick (2000) stated, "Quahtative research design 

act of interpretation from beginning to end" (p. 395). These interpretive practices 

empower qualitative researchers to use tiieir own mind and reasoning skills to arrive at 

appropriate conclusions (Janesick, 2000). The archival materials provided insight into 

die acttial new teacher induction experience witii TxBESS while tiie unspoken material 

compensated for die absence of member checks (Hodder, 2000). These strengtiis allowed 

die data to reveal deeper meaning and a greater understanding of the experience. 

The subjective nature of this data analysis was cause for concem. Extensive 

efforts were made in order to deal honestly with the multiple complex perspectives and 

provide a fair and impartial report of the information (Patton, 1990). Witiiout tiiis 

attention, the analysis may have succumbed to researcher bias. Some researchers would 

suggest that it is pointless to view this study with the traditional standard of replicability 

in mind because the tme value was in the uniqueness of the case study itself (Janesick, 

2000). Berg (2001) also pointed to the inability of this type of research to establish a 

causal relationship. Causality was not the intent of this research as evidenced by its 

descriptive design. With tiiat in mind, tiiis study attempted to render tiiose weaknesses 

inconsequential. The reasons for categorization and classification of data were cleariy 

stated and die details of every facet of the research were delineated to enhance die 

possibility of replication. 
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Why was tiiis metiiod of analysis appropriate for this case sttidy? Data analysis is 

used in interpretive, antiiropological, and collaborative social research that encourages 

interpretation tiirough tiie examination of data resulting in a revelation of meaning and 

patterns leading to a deeper understanding of the situation (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 

This type of data analysis establishes a tiieoretical linkage to tiie data while 

communicating tiie complexities of tiie participants lives (Janesick, 2000). The archival 

materials supplied opportunities for analytical pattern recognition while providing insight 

into die culture of die organization (Hodder, 2000). This case smdy examined the role of 

the educational leader in effective induction from the perspectives of leaders, new 

teachers, and the organization. Adherence to these principles of data analysis prevented 

die researcher's pre-dispositions from interfering witii the results. Since the purpose of 

this analysis was to promote discovery, interpretation, and meaning, it was an appropriate 

tool for exammation of this collective case study concerning die role of die educational 

leader in effective new teacher induction. 

Validity and Generalizability 

Are die results of die research wortiiwhile and can tiiey be applied to die greater 

population? The concerns of validity and generalizability are paramount in botii 

qualitative and quantitative design. The principles of triangulation were applied 

tiiroughout tills collective case sttidy in an effort to preserve and enhance validity and 

generalizability. Denzin (1978) identified four types of triangulation: data, investigator, 

tiieoretical, and metiiodological. This case study was conducted by a single researcher. 
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but die otiier tiiree types of tiiangulation were utilized. The combination of multiple 

forms of data reduced die ambiguity tiiat usually follows single-source research (Fielding 

& Fielding, 1986). The overall design of tiiis research resulted in stronger reliability due 

to die utilization of multiple data collection strategies and sources (Newman & Benz, 

1998). Multiple perspectives witiiin tiie same sphere were represented from die 

viewpoints of educational leaders, new teachers, and die organization, allowing a 

weakness in one to be strengtiiened by anotiier. Multiple perspectives clarify meaning 

(Stake, 2000; Flick, 1998; Sdverman, 1993). Finally, tiie use of multi-dimensional 

metiiods enhances research, and tiiis case sttidy used botii interview and archival metiiods 

to collect and analyze the data (Potter, 1996). 

Previously mentioned principles of validation in qualitative research were evident 

in the practice of member checking as the respondents were encouraged to review the 

transcripts and interpretations for accuracy and detail (Glesne & Peshkin 1992; Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985). The researcher also used peer review to help ensure validity (Glesne, 

1999). Finally, the tme test of validation lies in die conclusion. There is not one 

absolutely correct interpretation of the data, but the researcher must strive to maintain tiie 

link between the original description and the resulting explanation (Janesick, 2000). 

Generalizability m qualitative research cannot be viewed tiirough a quantitative 

lens. Becker (1990, p. 236) wrote, "Schools are not all alike in die way tiiey are 

organized, so tiiat tiiere is not a good reason to tiiink tiiat what we find m one will be 

found in any others." Becker (1990) encouraged efforts in qualitative research tiiat seek 

effective generalizations while focusing on tiie tme benefactors of tiiose interpretations. 
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In tiie end, die results are linked back to die original tiieory or schema and the 

generalization is tiien made witii similar situations. The intent of this research was to 

examine tiie case study in respect to die stated tiieory allowmg for theoretical 

generalizations and a better understanding of the educational leader's role in effective 

new teacher induction practices. 

Conclusion 

This case study was designed to lead to an effective and efficient answer to the 

research question. The original question addressed the educational leader's role in 

effective new teacher induction. This case study design allowed for the examination of 

this question from multiple perspectives resulting in a deeper understanding of die 

educational leader's role in tiiis endeavor. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Introduction 

In die evolving worid of education tiiere is one constant - change. Schools today 

are facing record student enrollment coupled widi extreme teacher shortages. 

Educational leaders are integral components of die educational system and tiiey expend 

great efforts to maintain a balance between individual and organizational needs and 

expectations. Failure to achieve harmonious existence between die teacher and 

organizational needs and expectations often leads to a new teacher's premature departure 

from the profession. 

The focus of tiiis research was on tiie educational leader's role in effective new 

teacher induction practices. This case study design relied on data gathered from the 

perspectives of the educational leader, the new teacher, and die educational organization. 

Primary data sources consisted of interviews with educational leaders and new teachers 

while archival sources provided a secondary source of data. The resulting data were then 

analyzed word-for-word with an open coded system that allowed themes to emerge from 

the data. The analysis provided a deeper understanding of the educational leader's role in 

effective new teacher induction practices by addressing botii commonalities and 

discrepancies in the data. 

Educational leader respondents were selected from a pool of recommendations 

derived from botii purposeful and snowball sampling procedures. The educational 
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leaders were practicing administrators who were actively engaged in effective new 

teacher induction practices. These leaders were recommended by university professors 

witii extensive knowledge and experience in eitiier training educational leaders or 

preparing pre-service teachers. Upon receipt of die referral, tiiis researcher contacted die 

prospective respondents and solicited tiieir participation in tiiis study. This researcher 

conducted face-to-face, semi-standardized interviews utilizing die schedule of interview 

questions that had been previously approved by a panel of university professors (see 

Appendix A). The interviews were tape-recorded, transcribed, and the data were 

analyzed word-by-word in an effort to identify recurrent themes and relevant information. 

New teacher respondents were determined by educational leader interviews. 

Once the educational leaders had been identified and contacted, this researcher solicited 

their input concerning a recommendation for the teacher respondent. The new teacher 

respondent was relatively new to the profession and must have completed the induction 

experience under direct supervision of the educational leader. This, in effect, ensured 

that the educational leader and new teacher were essentially pairs of professional 

educators tiiat had experienced the same induction process from different perspectives. 

This researcher then contacted the recommended teachers, solicited tiieir participation, 

and conducted a face-to-face, semi-standardized interview utilizing a modified schedule 

of interview questions (see Appendix B). Again, tiiese interviews were tape recorded, 

transcribed, and analyzed in an effort to identify pertinent information. 

While interviews witii educational leaders and new teachers did serve as the 

primary sources of data, the design of this case smdy research required tiie utilization of 
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archival sources in an effort to triangulate data and provide validation and reliability to 

die results. The archival sources consisted of an informational video and training manual 

produced for TxBESS by die state of Texas. The informational video was exammed, and 

portions were ti-anscribed to provide tangible data. Finally, the training manual and video 

transcript were dien analyzed witii tiie same open coded procedures in an ongoing effort 

to reveal significant induction characteristics. 

The data analysis in tiiis study was stmctured after Glaser's (1969) constant 

comparison metiiod. Data was coded into categories and tiien compared to themes m 

previous research and new tiiemes tiiat emerged from die data. The data from die 

educational leaders, new teachers, and TxBESS archives were analyzed to provide a 

deeper understanding of the educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction 

practices. 

Restatement of die Problem 

Educational leaders recognize die urgency of the teacher shortage and realize that 

retention of new teachers is essential; however, effective new teacher induction methods 

have yet to reach sufficient implementation or effectiveness (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2000). 

According to an extensive review of literature in Chapter II, one problem lies in an 

inadequate focus on the educational leader's role in this realm. 

The purpose of this stiidy was to identify die educational leader's contribution to 

effective new teacher induction practices. On the basis of systems tiieory and die curtent 

state of teacher availability, the role of the educational leader in effective induction was 
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examined from die perspectives of educational leaders, new teachers, and a faction of the 

educational organization, tiie Texas Beginning Educators Support System (TxBESS). 

The results of tiiis study add to die body of research pertaining to educational leadership 

and are useful to trainers of educational leaders and practicing educational leaders 

interested in die utilization of meaningful and effective new teacher induction practices. 

Restatement of tiie Research Ouestion 

The purpose of tiiis smdy was to answer die questions: (1) what is tiie role of the 

educational leader in relation to effective new teacher induction, and (2) what are die 

educational leader's specific actions, behaviors, and attitudes tiiat contribute to effective 

new teacher induction practices? 

In order to implement new induction practices, the educational leader must guide 

both new and experienced teachers to a different cultural mindset. The subsidiary 

questions that guided this research were: 

1. How do educational leaders effect cultural change while balancing the 

needs and expectations of botii new teachers and die organization? 

2. Since cultiiral change is often instigated tiirough stmcttiral alterations, 

what are some examples of effective implementation resulting in cultural 

metamorphosis? 

3. What specific educational leader actions, behaviors, and attitudes lead to 

successful new teacher induction efforts? 
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Background Information 

The elements of an effective new teacher induction program were vital to this 

study. As previously defined, an effective program addresses the critical nature of 

environmental, collegial, and administrative support. A supportive environment was at 

the heart of each effective new teacher induction program. The supportive environment 

provided multiple opportunities for communication, personal and professional 

relationship development, and sustained induction efforts throughout the first year. 

Collegial support was evident with frequent opportunities for mentor and new teacher 

conferences, pedagogical advice, and continuous constmctive feedback. Administrative 

support was apparent through recurrent communication of praise and guidance, 

implementation and mamtenance of established procedures, and a well-defined stmcture. 

Two of the five pairs of educational leader and new teacher in tiiis study had participated 

in tiie state-initiated TxBESS program while tiie remaining tiiree had utilized a campus-

based, context specific induction plan. 

The TxBESS program was stmcttired to provide the necessary components of an 

effective induction experience. New teachers began tiie year witii an orientation and 

introduction to tiie support team. This team consisted of a new teacher, principal, mentor, 

and university professor. A new teacher experienced multiple opportunities tiuroughout 

tiie year to receive support, communication, encouragement, and professional 

development resulting in effective induction. 

The three campus-based induction programs were created, implemented, and 

maintained by die educational leaders. These induction experiences were loosely 
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stiiictured but highly effective. These programs also continued tiiroughout tiie new 

teachers' first year but tiie foundational support system was unique in each situation. 

One campus utilized teacher mentors, while anotiier school used grade-level team 

mentoring. In one instance, die leader personally assumed the role of mentor. Each 

program successfully provided die necessary components for effective new teacher 

induction. Every induction experience provided an orientation at the beginning of tiie 

year and periodic opportunities tiu-oughout tiie year for communication, support, and 

professional growtii. This variation supplied multiple perspectives and tremendous 

insight resulting in a deeper understanding of die educational leader's role in effective 

new teacher induction programs. 

The data in this study were gatiiered from interviews with educational leaders, 

new teachers, and TxBESS archival resources. Five (5) pairs of respondents were 

selected resulting in a total of ten (10) interviews. The interview respondents were 

corresponding pairs of professional educators consisting of an educational leader and 

relatively new teacher. The educational leader was directly involved in ongoing effective 

mduction practices, while the teacher had recentiy completed the leader's induction 

program as a "new" teacher within the past few years. By previous definition, a new 

teacher had been in the profession less tiian one year and was eitiier a recent graduate 

embarking on his or her initial career or a non-traditional professional embracing a 

second career. The teacher respondents in tiiis study supplied a new teacher's perspective 

as tiiey responded in retrospect to their recent induction experience. The following is a 

summary of die pertinent background infonnation from these five pairs of respondents. 
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This researcher created pseudonyms for die individual campuses in order to maintain 

complete anonymity. 

Interview Respondent Pairs 

Our first pair of respondents was selected from Tyler Elementary School. The 

school served Kindergarten tiirough Sixtii (6*) grade, die campus population was over 

four hundred (400), and it was a member of die largest district in die largest city in the 

region. The educational leader held the position of campus principal witii about five (5) 

total years of administrative experience. The principal was a male, about thirty to thirty-

five (30-35) years old. The teacher had embarked on a second career and was currently 

in her fourth (4*̂ ) year as an educator. She was a female, about diirty-five to forty (35-

40) years of age. She recalled her first year in the classroom after the completion of 

traditional educational training. 

The next pan: of respondents was selected from Brooklyn Elementary School. The 

school also served Kindergarten tiirough Sixth (6"") grade, die campus population was 

over six hundred (600), and it was also a member of die largest district in die largest city 

in tiie region. The educational leader held die position of campus principal with about 

five (5) total years of administrative experience. The principal was a male, about tiiirty to 

tiiirty-five (30-35) years old. The teacher was curtentiy in her fourth (4^^ year as an 

educator. The teacher was a female, about twenty-five to tiiirty (25-30) years old. She 

recalled her first year in the classroom after die completion of traditional educational 

training. 
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The tiiird pair of respondents was selected from J.T. Spratiin Intermediate School. 

The school served grades four tiirough six (4"'-6"'), tiie campus population was over four 

hundred (400), and it was a member of one of die smaller districts in die suburbs of tiie 

largest city in tiie region. The educational leader held die position of campus principal 

witii less tiian five (5) years of administrative experience. The principal was a female, 

about forty to forty-five (40-45) years of age, engaged in her second career. The teacher 

was in her second (2""*) year as an educator. The teacher was a female, about twenty-two 

to twenty-five (22-25) years of age. She recalled her first year in the classroom after the 

completion of traditional educational training. 

Another pair of respondents was selected from Sunset Middle School. The school 

served grades six through eight (6-8), the campus population was over four hundred 

(400), and it was a member of one of the medium-sized mral districts located about sixty 

(60) miles from the largest city in the region. The educational leader held the position of 

campus principal with less than five (5) years of administrative experience. The principal 

was a male, about forty to forty-five (40-45) years of age, engaged in his second career. 

The teacher was in her second (2"'*) year as an educator. The teacher was a female, about 

twenty-five to tiiirty (25-30) years of age. She had begun die first year of her second 

career in die fall after completing emergency certification tiiat had not required a period 

of pre-service teaching or internship. This respondent pair had participated in die 

TxBESS induction program. 

The final pair of respondents was selected from G. W. Bush Junior High School. 

The school served grades seven and eight (7-8), die campus population was over five 
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hundred (500), and it was a member of one of die medium-sized mral districts located 

about forty (40) miles from die largest city in the region. The educational leader held die 

position of assistant superintendent witii about fifteen (15) years of administrative 

experience. The assistant superintendent was female, about fifty to sixty (50-60) years of 

age, witii a total of nearly tiiirty (30) years as a professional educator. The teacher was in 

her second (2" ) year as an educator. The teacher was a female, about twenty-two to 

twenty-five (22-25) years of age. She had begun her initial year as an intem witiiout an 

opportunity for a pre-service teaching experience. This respondent pair had participated 

in the TxBESS induction program. 

In all, tiiere were three elementary school respondent pairs and two secondary 

respondent pairs chosen from a variety of the districts in the region. These respondents 

were selected to provide the perspectives of both the new teacher and the educational 

leader. 

TxBESS Archival Sources 

The archival sources consisted of an informational training video and manual 

retiieved from the local educational service center. The video was part of a State Board 

of Education (SBEC) Update produced by die Texas Education Agency (TEA, 2001). 

The ttaining manual was created and used by the local educational service center 

(SBEC/ESC 17, 2001). The video and manual were utilized in conjunction as botii 

training and recmiting tools for die TxBESS program. They are a matter of public 

record, available to all, but intended for the use described. The video and manual contain 
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information pertinent to the state supported TxBESS induction program. These archival 

sources were examined to provide die organizational perspective of the educational 

leader's role in effective new teacher induction programs. 

Analysis of Data 

The primary sources of data in this study were the interviews witii educational 

leaders and new teachers, while the TxBESS videotape and manual served as secondary 

sources. 

After a thorough examination of the videotape and training manual, data were 

recorded and analyzed for recurrent themes. Those themes were compared to those in the 

literature and to the new themes that emerged from the interview data. 

The researcher completed all ten (10) of die interviews. A majority of the 

interviews were conducted on the campus of the individual respondent with tiiree 

exceptions. Two respondents were interviewed by telephone, while one chose to meet in 

a conference room at a local university. The respondent determined the time, date, and 

site of die interview. All of tiie respondents gave botii verbal and written consent to a 

tape recording of the interview. The interview respondents were assured of complete 

anonymity and informed of tiieir right to witiidraw from tiiis sttidy at any time. The 

interviews were all very productive, pleasant, and enjoyable experiences for botii tiie 

researcher and respondent. The average interview lasted about an hour and die 

respondents were genuine and gracious witii their time and responses. The interviews 

were then transcribed to provide text for data analysis. 
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The textual data from botii tiie interviews and die archival sources were examined 

witii an open coded, constant comparison mediod. Upon completion of a thorough 

analysis, multiple tiiemes emerged from die data. These tiiemes are presented as tiiey 

relate to tiie subsidiary questions in tiiis research. The subsidiary questions that guided 

this research were: 

1. How do educational leaders effect cultural change while balancing die 

needs and expectations of botii new teachers and die organization? 

2. Since cultural change is often instigated through stmctural alterations, 

what are some examples of effective implementation resulting in cultural 

metamorphosis? 

3. What specific educational leader actions, behaviors, and attimdes lead to 

successful new teacher induction efforts? 

These questions formed the template for an examination of the interview and archival 

data. 

Subsidiary Ouestion #1 

How do educational leaders affect cultural change while balancing die needs and 

expectations of both new teachers and the organization? 

An educational leader plays an integral part in die induction process of a new 

teacher. The reference to a leader implies diat the duties exceed mere personnel 

management. Tme leaders have an impact on the culture of the educational environment. 

The research data in this study revealed tiiat the educational leader must be cognizant of 
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multiple components of die educational system if they are to create an overall culture of 

effectiveness. In order to effect lasting cultural change, an educational leader must 

maintain a balance between a new teacher's individual needs and expectations, and die 

organizational needs and expectations. 

Needs and expectations from botii perspectives were examined. The needs of 

both die individual and die organization were foundational pillars. Each entity 

maintained certain necessities tiiat required satisfaction in order to prolong existence. 

Like a plant requires soil, water, and sunshine to sustain life and growth, a new teacher 

and die organization require that their essential needs be met in order to survive. 

Satisfaction of the essential needs led to the identification of specific expectations. 

Again, when essential nutrients are provided for a plant, it is expected and there is an 

increased probability of physical growth. When both new teachers' and organizational 

needs were met, an anticipation and increased probability of personal and professional 

growtii ensued. These expectations were not plausible without the foundational 

satisfaction of essential needs. 

New Teacher Survival-Basic Human Needs 

The data revealed tiiat some of the baseline new teacher needs consisted of 

survival, safety, belongingness, support, personal improvement, and intrinsic motivation. 

As tiie term "need" implies, tiiese components are absolute necessities to new teacher 

survival. 
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Survival was a recurrent tiieme in a majority of tiie interviews witii botii new 

teachers and educational leaders. As diey recalled their respective induction experiences, 

die teachers were reminiscent of multiple challenges as tiiey often attempted to merely 

"ti-ead water" and "make it tiirough tiie day." That feeling of impending doom would 

become too great if not for die provision of the most basic needs tiiat sustain a new 

teacher through die difficult times. 

Safety, security, and physical space are some die new teachers' most basic human 

needs. The Intermediate principal stated, "Feeling safe with me can only set a foundation 

where they will be successful, hopefully wifli tiie rest of tiie staff as well." In reference 

to a new teacher, the same leader also said, "It is all about meeting their individual needs 

and lots of them need different things. Some of them need to vent and some of them 

need space and privacy." A new teacher needs safety, security, and space and these 

needs are most easily satisfied by the provision of physical resources. Whether it is the 

physical classroom, decorations, textbooks, supplies, information, ready-made teaching 

materials, or just someone to answer questions, die teachers and leaders alike voiced 

these new teacher needs. 

Anotiier basic human need is tiiat of belongingness. A new teacher entering die 

profession is seeking a "niche" and acceptance is imperative. The Middle School teacher 

recalled a time before she found an effective mentor. "I felt really alone because I had 

nobody to tum to, you know. My mentor was worthless! She wasn't really a worthless 

person but she was wortiiless to me." At least three times in tiiat new teacher's interview 

she used die term "alone," so it obviously made a lasting impression on her induction 
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experience. The Intermediate teacher remembers when she was fhially accepted into die 

community botii in and out of die school. It did not occur until she attended a local 

basketball game. She said: 

In a small town you have got be part of die community... 1 have to support die 
kids at tills school by going to tiieir little dribbler games and football games. If I 
support tiieir kids, tiien tiiey are going to support me. That is how the teachers are 
too. This year tiiey have welcomed me witii open arms. I mean it is like I have 
been here forever. 

Socialization and belongingness go hand in hand and as a key player in new teacher 

development, die principal is well advised to promote a sense of membership and 

belongingness in die early stages of new teacher induction. 

A solid support team fosters tiie sense of belongingness. Leaders, teachers, and 

TxBESS data referred to the essence of support. The TxBESS program actually requires 

a support team consisting of the new teacher, mentor, principal, and an outside facilitator. 

It also defmes the relationship between the principal and the new teacher as "a key 

component to success." Other references from teachers and leaders included support 

from the principal, colleagues, and community. The Intermediate School principal may 

have stated it best when she said, "I found otiier people on tiie campus who would 

empatiiize, support, and redirect tiiat person when tiiey didn't want to come to me. So it 

is first of all about support.. .no one can move forward witii children if tiiat need is not 

met." A solid support system is cmcial to effective new teacher induction. 

Once supported, a new teacher attempts to satisfy the need for personal 

improvement. This personal improvement is evident in die increasing awareness of 

professional abilities. Every leader and teacher stated tiiat tiiere was a new teacher desire 
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to become more self-confident nrenarpH «nH f • 
ent, prepared, and professional. The Junior High teacher 

recalled a surge m self-confidence when she said, "I diink it fsupportive environment] 

for professional growth was fostered by die support team but personally initiated. 

While all of die cmcial supportive components may be provided, die induction 

efforts will be ineffective if a new teacher does not derive motivation from witiiin. 

Again, botii teachers and leaders point to intrinsic motivation as a key component to a 

new teacher's success. The Junior High teacher stated, ".. .diat is where my drive came 

from, witiiin, because I wanted to. I like to do my best, or be die best, at everytiiing tiiat I 

do." 

Figure 1 illustrates die symbiotic relationship tiiat existed between die essential 

stages of a new teacher's progression. 

igure 1. New Teacher Pyramid for Success 
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A new teacher's hope of survival was manifested in die desire for safety, 

belongingness, support, personal improvement, and inttinsic motivation. Only after the 

new teachers developed and evolved were tiiey successful in ftilfilling tiieir self-imposed 

expectations. An educational leader's ability to provide for tiiese needs was cmcial to 

effective new teacher induction practices. 

Self-imposed Expectations 

Upon initiation into tiie educational profession, a new teacher faces a myriad of 

expectations. Many of these expectations are external, but most of the respondents agree 

that the greatest expectations come from within a new teacher and require continual 

motivation and exuberant enthusiasm. 

An overwhelming majority of leader and teacher respondents mentioned that new 

teachers impose die greatest expectations on themselves. A new teacher feels that they 

must enter the classroom and effectively control discipline and paperwork, while 

constantiy adjusting and modifying self-expectations. It is inttiguing to note tiiat only 

one of tiie teachers, but four of tiie educational leaders, identified "perfection" as one of a 

new teacher's greatest self-imposed expectations. In reference to a new teacher's 

individual expectations, die assistant superintendent stated: 

I tiiink tiiey come in witii great expectations. That it is going to be a wonderful 
year tiiat tiiey will walk into this perfect classroom and tiiey are going to be tiie 
perfect teacher It takes about, maybe not even a montii, for tiiem to realize tiiat 
tills is not what is going to happen. Reality hits! But tiiey come in witii high 
expectations generally. 
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That expectation of personal perfection is perceived by the leadership but not recognized 

by the new teachers. 

New teachers expect to maintain high levels of preparedness, initiative, and 

effectiveness in tiie classroom. In order to sustain tiiese efforts, new teachers draw 

motivation from student success, peer support, helpful instructional information retrieved 

from staff development exercises, and sometimes even classroom relief provided tiu:ough 

the utilization of substitutes or creative scheduling. Above all, a new teacher wants to 

maintain the effective classroom environment that is actually "fun" and enjoyable for all 

participants. 

These elevated expectations are not easily satisfied. Therefore, a new teacher 

must also maintain a high level of enthusiasm. All of the educational leaders mentioned 

this characteristic in reference to a new teacher's expectations. Two of the teachers also 

mentioned enthusiasm. The teacher at Brooklyn elementary stated, "I tiiirds: that most 

new teachers set out to change the world and to make a big difference in die Uves of kids. 

That was my expectation and I knew I was pretty realistic about it. I knew I could only 

do a few at a time." In response to tiie same interview question, tiie teacher at tiie Junior 

High said she wanted "to reach out and touch die kid's lives and not just be one of tiiose 

teachers tiiat just goes tiirough tiie motions." Teachers and leaders realized tiiat new 

teachers depend on tiieir exuberant entiiusiasm to impact tiie educational environment. 

Many of tiie teachers had based tiieir career choice on a positive experience witii 

one of tiieir childhood classroom teachers. Most of die teachers had created tiieir own 

teaching style by modeling tiiat of tiieir favorite examples. Whetiier they modeled from 
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positive or negative exemplars, tiie teachers maintain strong self-expectations tiiat 

required frequent motivation and a high degree of entiiusiasm. 

Figure 1 illusttrated die new teachers' progression from basic survival needs to 

satisfaction of self-imposed expectations. While new teachers had established self-

imposed expectations of "perfection," tiiey realized that diese goals were unattainable 

witiiout first securing safety, belongingness, personal improvement, and intrinsic 

motivation. Fulfillment at each stage allowed new teachers to evolve and attain higher 

levels of competency in their self-imposed expectations. 

Organizational Demands 

According to the respondents m this study, die educational organization also 

requires satisfaction of essential needs. Students, parents, teachers, leaders, community 

members, and the state educational governing authority require that certain needs be met 

to ensure that all students are effectively served by new teachers. A new teacher must be 

proficient in the classroom and their students must be successful in leaming. New 

teachers must be team players, the classroom must be under control, and they must be 

dedicated to the students. 

Two of the teachers noted tiiat the organization required a certified teacher in die 

classroom. A new teacher's successful completion of die certification exam was only tiie 

first step to satisfying organizational needs. The TxBESS data stated tiiat tiiere were 

approximately 20 participating regional service centers in Texas tiiat were modifying and 

adapting die TxBESS program to effectively address individual disuict needs. Each 
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distiict was involved in die program in an effort to provide opportunities for new teachers 

to achieve success in die classroom. All of tiie leader respondents and two of the teacher 

respondents mentioned the term "proficiency." This term was borrowed from die 

appraisal tool used to evaluate all teachers in the state of Texas. After die yearly 

evaluation, it is an "acceptable" goal to be rated as a proficient teacher. The principal at 

the Middle School was among some of the leaders to take issue with the appraisal 

instmment: "The state expects my new teachers, as soon as they walk in that front door, 

to be proficient according to this instmment. Proficiency sometimes comes tiirough 

experience so I think that it is unfair sometimes." It appears that tiie educational 

organization in Texas has communicated the need for new teachers to achieve immediate 

proficiency in the classroom. 

This organizational need for proficiency is also evident in a new teacher's student 

success in the classroom. This success is measured by a standardized test called the 

Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAKS). All of die teachers and all of the leader 

respondents referred to the organizational need for student success on the TAKS test. 

The state of Texas needs die students to be successful on the standardized test. 

The organization needs proficiency in the classroom and success on the TAKS 

test, but in order to accomplish these feats, the organization also requires a new teacher to 

be a team player. Communication and rapport with colleagues, parents, and community 

members is essential to organizational success. Eight of tiie respondents mentioned tiiat a 

new teacher must be a "team player." As a member of tiie educational team, a new 
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teacher is expected to build a positive rapport and mainUiin effective communication with 

the other members of the educational organization. 

Educational leaders suggest tiiat discipline and classroom management are two of 

die greatest organizational needs. From tiieir years of experience, the leaders realize that 

it is virtually impossible to satisfy tiie other organizational needs if a new teacher's 

classroom is not under control. It is interesting to note tiiat only one teacher mentioned 

discipline as an organizational need, but die leaders referred to tiiis necessity multiple 

times. The principal at Sunset Middle School stated, "When a first-year teacher comes 

in, I tell them what I expect of them. Basically, you are expected to keep control of your 

class, you are expected to develop a system of discipline, you are expected to 

communicate with the assistant principal to make sure that we go through things.. . ." 

While this principal expressed classroom control as an expectation, the content of the 

remaining leader interviews revealed that this was not only an organizational expectation 

but also an essential organizational need. 

One last organizational need emerged from the data. Leaders and teachers feel 

that the organization needs people that "love kids." Seven of the respondents used that 

phrase in response to one of the interview questions. In tiie end, this carmg attimde leads 

to even more than satisfaction of tiie organizational needs. The teachers' dedication and 

commitment to their students provided a positive classroom environment and leammg 

experience. 

The data analysis revealed tiiat compilations of new teacher characteristics, such 

as proficiency, TAKS success, teamwork, discipline, and dedication to students, formed 
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die basis for a successful educational organization. A new teacher must satisfy tiiese 

organizational needs while progressing toward fulfillment of the organizational 

expectations. 

Organizational Expectations 

In addition to die organizational demands, various organizational constituents also 

place specific expectations on a new teacher. Everyone anticipates tiiat a new teacher 

will be able to fulfill tiie organizational expectations. A new teacher is expected to 

adhere to local procedures, satisfy community expectations, possess die latest 

instmctional methods, embrace professionalism, and perform like a veteran teacher. 

A new teacher is welcomed into the district with a brief course in district and 

campus policies and procedures. The TxBESS data points to die principal's role in 

communicating specific new teacher responsibilities and expectations. The same data 

suggests that the principal should be engaged in clearly communicating the collegial 

culture of the campus through an understanding of the TxBESS support system and an 

expectation of professional growth. A clear understanding of the organizational 

expectations is imperative to a new teacher's success. 

Community expectations are also evident. One principal and teacher noted tiiat 

tiie community had minimal new teacher expectations due to a low socio-economic 

status. They suggested tiiat the parents were only involved when tiieir child was "in 

trouble," but4 it was difficult to solicit participation for anytiiing else. In response to tiie 
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question concerning the student/parent expectations of new teachers, the teacher at the 

Middle School stated: 

I am teaching in a lower socio-economic school and usually if the kids aren't in 
trouble the parents are real happy. Parents of this group don't generally 
communicate witii tiie teachers. They don't really have any expectations. It is 
hard to get parents to show up for conferences or for us to get them to come to 
open house. It is hard for teachers to get parents to show up for anything. I don't 
know if that is just the school that I am in or it is some epidemic. 

In contrast, the principal at the Intermediate School stated that her community population 

was about 50% low socio-economic and the parents were quite involved. When asked 

the same question concerning parent expectations she stated, "I think they have high 

expectations of teachers. They want to make sure that tiiey watch out for their children. 

They watch them carefully when we have open house and they get that initial 

impression...." Regardless of the socio-economic status, the data reveals that new 

teachers must be prepared to deal witii community expectations at various levels. 

New teachers face lofty expectations from many organizational perspectives in 

regards to tiieir instmctional metiiods. Leaders and teachers alike recognized tiiat new 

teachers are expected to enter die classroom witii requisite knowledge of die latest skills, 

technology, and activities to make tiie leaming process "fun" and enjoyable. TxBESS 

also addresses tiiis expectation by utilizing a developmental observation tool called die 

Beginning Teacher Activity Profile in Texas (BTAPT). New teachers are expected to 

utilize all of their pre-service training in combination with professional development 

activities to promote professional growtii and instmctional improvement. 

The data revealed tiiat teachers utilized terms such as "maturity," "etiiical" and 

"professional" to communicate tiieir perceived organizational expectations. It is 
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interesting to note tiiat only one leader referred to this area, while all five teachers 

responded to tiiese specific organizational expectations. There is obviously an 

organizational expectation of good character as die Middle School teacher stated: "They 

[die state of Texas] also have standards for teachers, good moral standing. They don't 

want us to be in die classroom witii kids and on die otiier hand be really poor role models 

and make bad decisions in our personal lives." There is a code of ediics and the 

organization expects new teachers to maintain high ethical standards. 

New teachers encounter towering organizational expectations. All of the 

respondents stated tiiat new teachers encounter tiie expectation to immediately perform 

like veteran teachers. Unlike many other professions, where an entry-level professional 

is allowed to advance with time, teachers encounter expectations of veteran quality upon 

the first day in the classroom. 

Knowledge and communication of the organizational expectations serve as 

valuable resources for new teachers entering the classroom for the first time. Teachers 

and leaders understand that realization and clarification of the organizational expectations 

aids in the satisfaction of those standards. 

Professional Nurturing Environment 

According to die data analysis, a healtiiy culture consists of opportunities for 

professional improvement, teamwork, cultural adaptation, and a high degree of 

professionalism. 
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TxBESS data suggests tiiat as a key player in new teacher induction, the principal 

should "establish a climate and educational vision for tiie school." In a productive 

culture, new teachers are encouraged to participate in professional development activities 

tiiat enhance tiieir teaching abilities. TxBESS Program Standard Four requires that the 

principals "encourage professional development through activities such as workshops and 

observations." Nearly all of die respondents stated tiiat workshops and teacher 

appraisals were valuable resources tiiat enhanced their abilities in tiie classroom. 

Educational leaders try to meet the needs of their new teachers in any way possible. The 

principal at the Intermediate School said: 

I see the evaluation process, and the process of being an educational leader and 
instmctional leader, as a partoership. I see it as, here is your job, and here is what 
you need. Let me try to make sure I get you what you need.. .look at workshops, 
you choose them.. .and I want to come by and see how they are being used in the 
classroom. 

The partnership between the educational leader and a new teacher extends beyond those 

two participants to encompass an entire support team. 

Overwhelming response from all of the respondents advocated a collegial sense of 

teamwork. New teachers needed to feel as tiiough they had some valuable input and 

educational leaders expected new teachers to participate as a team member on die 

campus. TxBESS data points to "lack of support" as die primary reason reported by new 

teachers upon exiting tiie profession. The TxBESS program addresses tiiat support 

system and die mentoring experience is mutually beneficial for botii new teachers and 

mentors. According to principals in the TxBESS program, "Effective new teacher 

assistance enhances morale, enables effective classroom management, elevates student 
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leaming, and increases retention." The days of isolation in education have vanished and 

die cuirent culture requires active teamwork to educate today's youth. Team members 

are valuable and their contributions are precious. 

Membership on a team often requires a new teacher to adapt to a pre-existing 

culture. According to TxBESS, a new teacher may find that "adapting to die culture may 

be tougher tiian tiie curriculum." New teachers enter into a culture that has been 

established by die veteran teachers and campus leadership. The culture often extends 

beyond die walls of tiie school building into die small communities which require tiiat 

new teachers "fit in" to gain acceptance. The intermediate teacher recalls her date of 

acceptance after she first attended a local basketball game. She said, "Oh yeah, I'm 

definitely in. Like part of the school, part of die community. After I went to my first 

basketball game out here." The principal at die same school stated, "First of all it is a 

cultural thing. They hope that this person fits into their culture because diere is very 

definitely a small town culture here . . . ." A new teacher's acceptance into the campus 

culture often extends into the local community. 

One of those most prevalent characteristics of an effective culmre is the level of 

educator professionalism. Seven of the ten respondents communicated that teachers are 

self-motivated to enhance tiieir teaching abilities. TxBESS suggested, "Individual 

teacher performance is enhanced and professional growtii results from educational 

leadership." An effective induction process may aid in die establishment of tiie campus 

culture. According to die principal at Tyler elementary, "[The induction process] sets the 

tone.. .if you have a new teacher coming into die profession it will depend on tiieir 
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motivational levels.. .if you don't set a tone for professionalism right off the bat, then 

you set tiiat teacher up for some future problems." Whetiier tiie motivation is internal or 

external, it is essential to nurture a strong sense of professionalism to enhance the campus 

culture. 

An educational leader acts as a catalyst to bring die organizational expectations 

and individual expectations togetiier. When those expectations are aligned and balanced, 

there is an increase in tiie level of individual job satisfaction and organizational 

efficiency. This "balance" is necessary to provide an overall culture that fosters 

professional growth and development. 

Subsidiary Ouestion #2 

Since cultural change is often instigated through stmctural alterations, what are 

some examples of effective implementation resulting in cultural metamorphosis? 

Effective leadership efforts require a healtiiy environment; therefore, it is 

necessary to implement and maintain a context specific stmcture in die school. TxBESS 

data stated tiiat "stmcttire is important to success." TxBESS also communicated diat by 

design, tiie program is not a mandate but a template to follow for successful provision of 

new teacher support. The hope and desire of the creators of TxBESS was that die 

concept of new teacher support would be "a grass roots movement, from die bottom up, 

not a state mandate . . . ." The data analysis revealed tiiat an effective stmcture was 

dependent upon persomiel continuity, general stmctural guidelines, and specific stmctural 

examples. Personnel continuity resulted from an effective induction experience that 
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extended tiiroughout tiie year witiiout interruption or cessation. Teacher retention was 

positively affected by a prolonged induction program. The general stmctural guidelines 

provided a template for an effective program by examining essential components ranging 

from mentor qualities and personalities to tiie formality of a program's stmcture. Finally, 

tiie data revealed specific examples from effective induction programs providing context 

specific evidence of successful paradigms. 

Effects of Continuity 

TxBESS also addressed die effect of attrition on a school by stating, "Attrition 

dismpts school continuity. When a teacher leaves, principals must again hire, orient, and 

provide a network of support for a new teacher." Most leaders agree tiiat it is more 

effective to train, support, and retain a new teacher tiian to engage in a cyclical hiring 

process. 

The educational leader respondents reported an estimation of their retention rates. 

One reported 85%, two reported 95%, and two more reported 100% retention rates 

among new teachers tiiat had completed tiieir respective induction programs. As they 

addressed the reasons for attrition, educational leaders considered possible contributing 

factors like higher salaries and lack of support, but credited most attrition to factors such 

as spousal transfer and child rearing. When asked the same question, three teachers 

stated that child rearing was a valid rationale for attrition while one teacher added 

conti-act non-renewal and "loss of desire" to the list of possible attrition factors. The 

teachers were also asked how long tiiey planned to stay in die education profession. 
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Three replied tiiat tiiey planned to teach "forever," while the otiier two remained open to 

die possibility tiiat tiiey might pursue career variety within the next three to four years. 

These statistics clearly suggest tiiat a supportive induction program can have a positive 

impact on the new teacher retention rate. 

The respondent selection process in tiiis study was dependent upon die definition 

of effective new teacher induction practices. One of the interview questions directiy 

addressed die continuity and lengtii of each new teacher induction program. In response 

to die specific question, "When does die induction process end," leaders and teachers 

replied in die following manner. The principal at Tyler elementary said, "New teacher 

induction, tiiere is probably not an ending to it at any point." The Intermediate principal 

said, "The official induction from the distt-ict ends die first week. Mine continues all 

tiiroughout tiie year as they need me. I don't see it ever stopping tiiat first year, I really 

don't." The Middle School teacher stated, "The induction process ended probably die 

second to last six weeks, I am thinking April." Most of the respondents placed a 

minimum timeline of a full year on the induction process. Regardless of the program's 

length, the respondents communicated that successful completion of the induction 

process requned significant dedication and continuity. 

A Stmctural Template for Success 

The interview and archival data addressed a multitude of characteristics present in 

effective new teacher induction practices. The stmctural guidelines - a sttiictural 
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template for success - included botii general mentoring stmctures and specific intricacies 

of die mentor relationship. These are described next. 

The implementation and maintenance of an effective mentoring program is multi-

faceted. One of die interview questions asked if the particular induction system utilized 

mentors. All but one of die respondents confirmed that tiieir induction system used 

mentors. The one teacher who did not recall a mentor had acUially been mentored by the 

educational leader and had interpreted die question to address mentorship by another 

teacher. In an effort to provide clarification and a deeper understanding of mentoring, die 

respondents were asked to constmct their own definition of the term "mentor." The 

Intermediate principal stated: 

To me a mentor is a person who will meet you, build a relationship with you, and 
in the professional and personal sense.. .have some answers for you, guidance for 
you, and some facilitation for you, so that you experience the things you need to 
experience but have a cushion to fall back on. 

The assistant superintendent said: 

Someone who is tiiere helping you, able to answer your questions, maybe even 
know the answers to your questions before you even ask them. They know so 
well what you are going through that they are there every step of tiie way to help 
you. 

The Middle School teacher defined a mentor as: 

Somebody who has the personality to be a mentor...friendly, sharmg, caring, 
ahnost a giver personality. Not a taker but a giver.. .So I diink a mentor needs to 
have die time to be a mentor; a mentor needs to have die personality to be a 
mentor; and a mentor needs to want to be a mentor. 

These definitions echoed die sentiments of a majority of die respondents, but it was often 

challenging for tiiem to distinguish between tiieir definition of mentor and tiieir 
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perception of mentor qualities. While the definition of mentor encompassed die 

individual's actions, mentor qualities addressed specific personality characteristics. 

The question addressing necessary qualities of a mentor produced a pletiiora of 

responses providing rich data for analysis. At first, die teachers had a tendency to 

generically describe die mentor as "supportive." Upon further questioning they began to 

reveal specific characteristics similar to tiiose tiiat had been reported by the leaders. 

Teachers and leaders agreed tiiat mentor teachers are extremely knowledgeable in 

tiieir field, creative practitioners, and exceptionally experienced. A couple of teachers 

actually used die term "phenomenal teacher" to describe tiieir mentor. 

All of tiie respondents referred to die mentor as a "guide," while all of die 

teachers also mentioned a mentor's proclivity toward "sharing." According to die 

responses, a mentor teacher must also be understanding, caring, and a good-hearted 

individual. One teacher stated, "I don't tiiink tiiey can teach you how to be sweet and 

nice in any type of mentoring. So I tiiink tiiat it is a personal personality type tiling tiiat 

helps you be a good mentor." 

Personality is integral and the ability to effectively communicate is cmcial. 

TxBESS data suggested that mentors should be open and honest. The interview 

respondents praised a mentor's ability to openly communicate, practice effective listening 

skills, and even portray positive body language. All of these methods of communication 

are necessary to convey new teacher support. 

Emotional stability was one of die characteristics that were only mentioned by 

teachers. Leaders realized tiiat a mentor must communicate understanding, but teachers 
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tended to extend tins quality to encompass tiie emotional aspects of teaching. A couple 

of teachers referred to tiieir mentor as an "emotional rock." A mentor teacher is patient 

and understanding while providing a firm emotional foundation for a new teacher's 

induction experience. 

The attitude of a mentor is also critical. While die assignment of a new teacher to 

a mentor is normally initiated by die principal, new teachers realize that a mentor is 

usually a gracious "volmiteer." The willingness of a mentor was also a significant factor. 

As die Middle School principal stated, "A mentor has to be someone who is willing to 

take on additional responsibilities witii no additional salary." In reference to an 

ineffective initial TxBESS mentor, tiie teacher at the Middle School said, "I was part of a 

mentoring program tiirough tiie region and unfortunately my mentor was pretty 

worthless. She was in it for tiie money. She didn't come to see me .. .1 really feh alone 

because my mentor was just not good." The same teacher later added, "A mentor needs 

to want to be a mentor." The mentormg relationship is doomed to fail if the participants 

are not personally vested. 

According to the previous data, a mentor must be a willing, knowledgeable guide 

capable of effectively communicating emotional support. The data also revealed that a 

mentor must posses a positive attitude, confidence, enthusiasm, natural leadership, and 

elevated levels of personal responsibility. 

Emotional stability and effective communication were among the most critical 

mentor characteristics. The data revealed an even deeper understanding of these two 

qualities. These are explained next. 
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in a 
Leaders have attempted to provide emotional stability for new teachers 

myriad of ways. Some of die leaders encouraged utilization of tiie school counselor, 

while tiie principal at tiie Middle School even promoted die district-provided use of an 

outside counseling service witii a local healtii-services center. Most of tiie respondents 

conveyed die desire to have a less clinical and more personable emotional support 

system. Leaders used die term "teammate," while teachers referred to tiieir teammates as 

"peers." Regardless of die terminology, die data revealed tiiat team membership and 

interaction witii peers who have similar experiences is cmcial to emotional support. The 

Junior High teacher recalled: 

You went to all die meetings witii tiie otiier new teachers...and you [realized] you 
weren't alone. And you knew oh good, that is not just me tiiat tiiis is happening 
to. And so I tiiink tiiat tiie support tiiat you got from your peers and from teachers 
who had been there... I think it helped. 

The teammate mentality and supportive community allow a new teacher to feel a part of 

die group. One teacher said, "It feels more like a family because you can go talk to 

somebody . . . ." Emotional stability is cmcial to effective new teacher induction. 

Effective communication is also important to successful induction efforts. All 

members of the organization must carry the burden and responsibility for effective 

communication. Communication may be in the form of classroom visits, informal "hall 

chats," emails, or phone calls. Two teachers and two leaders identified die mentor as die 

initiator of contact and communication, while the teacher at tiie Intermediate School 

appreciated her individual responsibility to initiate communication. She said, "I just 

wanted to be die one to sink or swim . . . If I ever had anytiiing I could go to her and she 

was awesome . . . Like I needed to be die one tiiat decided if I needed help, you know." 
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Later die same teacher reflected on her mentor and stated, "She was a veteran - Oh yes, I 

always went to her. And tiiat was good for me. I don't want somebody hovering over 

me." The responsibility for initiation of contact depends on the personality of the 

participants, but die data clearly supports tiiat constant communication is necessary in 

effective new teacher induction practices. 

The general stmctural guidelines for effective mentoring programs included state 

guidelines, mentor selection processes, stmctural characteristics, and utilization of 

resources. 

One interview question solicited a respondent's awareness of state mentoring 

guidelines or suggestions. Seven of die respondents were unaware of any specific state 

guidelines and one of die teachers mentioned die "optional" TxBESS program. Aside 

from the participants in the TxBESS program, most of die respondents were unaware tiiat 

any suggested guidelines existed. This data revealed tiiat tiie effective new teacher 

induction programs have been implemented and maintained witiiout die necessity of a 

state mandate or requirement. 

The participants from successful new teacher induction programs revealed some 

general guidelines for the mentor selection process. The leaders are responsible for the 

selection and pairing of mentors with new teachers. All of the leaders mentioned that 

personality was a considerable factor. They would often examine a new teacher's 

personality and interests in the interview process and envision a veteran teacher that 

would serve as an effective mentor. A couple of leaders made die selection based on the 

"individual needs" of a new teacher while occasionally considering die energy level of 
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die participants. A couple of teachers recalled that the leaders had actually solicited their 

input prior to die selection of a mentor teacher. Teachers recommended mentor pairs 

based on personalities, interests, energy level, and age. One teacher expressed a desire to 

have a mentor of similar age, while anotiier would prefer only the wisest, most 

experienced teacher as a personal mentor. The selection of a mentor is not an action tiiat 

is taken lightly. The educational leader considers multiple factors before uniting a new 

teacher and mentor. 

The general sttnctural guidelines varied from "heavy sttiicture" to "informal." 

The Middle School principal described his metiiod as intensive in die beginning, but tiien 

he would "wean himself away from that." Initially, he was very involved, but as the 

teachers gained confidence and ability, the principal would allow them more individual 

freedom and he became a distant observer. TxBESS Program Standard Four delves into 

the induction stmcture and offers considerations for principals who are interested in 

effective induction practices. In regards to a new teacher's first teaching assignment, die 

TxBESS standards suggest tiiat principals: "Assign a minimum number of class 

preparations, a smaller number of students, a reduced number of special needs sttidents, 

while also limiting new teacher extt-acurricular responsibilities." In contt-ast, some of tiie 

effective induction efforts had predominantiy informal activities. Five of tiie respondents 

communicated that tiieir induction programs did not entail any mentor teacher ttaining 

and one teacher noted a three-hour limited training for mentors. It is interesting to note 

tiiat most of die teacher respondents aligned witii an infonnal style of mentoring. In a 

reply concerning her informal mentor, tiie Intennediate School teacher said, "I consider 
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her a mentor.. .1 tiiink she's been tiie biggest mentor in my professional life, just being 

witii her for tiie past five montiis." This statement confirms tiiat effective new teacher 

induction can occur regardless of die formality of the induction stmcture. 

There are also a variety of general resources tiiat can be utilized to provide an 

effective new teacher induction experience. All leaders have a limited supply of time, 

extt-insic motivators, and personnel resources. Three of die leaders noted tiiat an effective 

induction program requires a commitment of one of die most valuable resources, time. 

Leaders allotted time to plan, implement, and maintain die program, while also granting 

time for tiie members to participate. TxBESS Standard Four urged die principal to 

provide "release time." Even with the essence of intrinsic motivation that drives the 

mentors and new teachers, a majority of leaders and teachers mentioned the necessity of 

extrinsic motivators like "candy, food, and recognition luncheons." In addition to time 

and money, an effective new teacher induction program utilizes personnel resources. A 

"risk free" environment is necessary for new teacher induction. As she addressed die use 

of personnel resources, the assistant superintendent stated, "I think it is important tiiat 

diey have each other and tiiat they have tiiat person tiiat brings tiie wealtii of experience 

diat tiiey can rely on to give them good, honest, tmtiiful answers tiiat will help tiiem, but 

will not come back on tiiem in an evaluatory-type response." When discussing die same 

issue, die Intermediate principal stated tiiat she would, "use [her] superintendent, fellow 

principals, and die regional service center workshops" to provide effective interaction and 

non-judgmental feedback for die induction participants. TxBESS Standards Four and 

Five suggested tiiat tiie leader utilize personnel in the fonn of "small groups, team 
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teaching, and special tt-aining." Personnel resources are some of the least cost-resttictive 

and most readily available resources in today's schools; therefore die educational leaders 

witii effective new teacher induction practices are maximizing tiiose resources. 

The intt-icacies of tiie mentoring relationship and die general stmctural guidelines 

of effective new teacher induction lead to questions and mounting curiosity that can only 

be satisfied tiirough an exploration of specific stmctural examples provided by die 

respondent practitioners. 

Practical Paradigms-Stmctural Exemplars 

If educational leaders are to engage in effective new teacher induction practices, it 

may prove beneficial to examine the specific stmctural examples that surfaced from the 

data analysis. Mentor selection procedures, induction communication efforts, and 

effective utilization of resources emerge as three predominant categories of specific 

stmctural examples. 

A vast majority of the respondents mentioned that their mentors were at the same 

grade level, on the same campus, and taught the same content. One teacher and one 

leader mentioned a district program where mentors and new teachers were on different 

campuses. Neitiier educator spoke highly of tiiis practice and in reference to that district 

mentor program, die principal at Brooklyn elementary stated: 

New teachers have a mentor program where tiiey get teamed up witii a veteran 
teacher, usually from anotiier campus. They keep in contact by phone and they 
are supposed to meet every so often, once a week or once a montii.. .As far as I 
see die mentor program is not too good at the disttict level. 
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All of die effective induction programs in tiiis study utilized mentors witii new teachers 

on tiie same campus. Two respondent pairs revealed diat they use grade level teams 

instead of individual mentors. The Middle School principal has selected departmental 

chairs tiiat serve as mentors for new teachers. The identification and utilization of the 

proper mentor is cmcial to the success of new teacher induction. 

The data analysis revealed multiple pattems for effective communication. Nearly 

all of tiie teachers and leaders recalled an orientation period at die beginning of die school 

year. Most of tiie disttict orientation periods were of die formal variety. Over die course 

of a couple of days, new teachers would meet with different administrators to discuss the 

various procedures and requirements, paperwork, and die teacher appraisal process. Most 

of the campus orientation experiences were less formal. Some of the orientation 

meetings were mformal gatherings serving to welcome new and returning teachers. The 

prmcipal at Tyler elementary conducted a new teacher orientation that included, "a 

discussion of the teacher handbook, available resources, PDAS [teacher appraisal 

instmment] ttaining, and an explanation of the mentor relationship." The same principal 

created a "survival kit" for new teachers tiiat included small tokens of appreciation and 

motivation. Some of the leaders artanged the schedule so tiiat new teachers and mentors 

could share a common conference period. This insured that die mentor relationship 

would receive daily attention. As previously mentioned, some programs relied on team 

mentoring, small groups, and vertical planning to ensure successful communication. 

Otiiers employed weekly, even daily, meetings between a mentor and new teacher. 

Emails and weekly notes of encouragement were also utilized, while die Intennediate 
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principal even published a newsletter every six-week period. The TxBESS program 

required weekly meetings between a mentor and new teacher in addition to die submittal 

of a log for verification and accountability. According to two leaders and four teachers, 

die educational leaders communicated die value of die induction program by requiring 

new teacher participation. All of these various strategies were implemented to 

communicate the importance of the induction program to all participants. 

The following specific examples demonstrated creative utilization of the 

educational leader's resources. Two of die leaders and four of die teachers conveyed that 

one of the most effective utilizations of resources occurs when a principal provides a 

classroom substitute for a new teacher. The principal at Brooklyn elementary said: 

One of the things that I like to do witii some of our teachers is give tiiem an 
oppormnity to go to another classroom, or anotiier school, and observe and see 
what other teachers are doing. So we may have to hire substitutes for something 
like that to cover classes, or do some weird scheduling so tiiat tiiey can be in other 
people's classrooms.. .not necessarily just their comer of the world, but to get a 
big picmre of what is going on. 

hi one district, the assistant superintendent provides a four-day initial orientation for new 

teachers. In anotiier district, tiie leader selected one of die veteran teachers and enabled 

her to be ttained by tiie TxBESS trainer. That district now maintains a self-sufficient 

induction program. The leader's ability to identify and use local resources is critical. 

TxBESS was created to be an effective induction program and die data revealed 

some of die essential components. It is interesting to note tiiat some of tiiese components 

are unique to tiie TxBESS program. The program requires that a mentor be on the same 

campus and teach in tiie same content area as tiie new teacher. Mentors are paid a $1000 

stipend for tiieir participation, but new teachers only receive $100 in supplies at tiie 
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conclusion of tiie program. Mentors attend two summer mentor-ttaining sessions and 

two professional development sessions witii tiieir teacher tiiroughout the year. New 

teachers are required to attend two summer introductory sessions and four professional 

development sessions during die year. The TxBESS program provides substittites for 

teachers enabling tiieir attendance at die sessions. According to two teachers, the 

sessions are new teacher needs-specific and address concepts such as "discipline, content, 

TAKS [Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills test], and personality traits." 

TxBESS requires the mentor to contact their new teacher weekly and submit a log of 

tiieir discussions. And finally, second year teachers, who participated in the induction 

experience tiie first year, continue a modified induction program tiiroughout tiie second 

year. 

The data analysis provided an abundance of specific examples pertaining to 

educational leaders' sttategies for selecting mentors, establishing effective 

communication, and creatively utilizing resources. The leaders must determine which 

pieces of the puzzle fit into their own context specific environment. A determining factor 

in these decisions lies in an educational leader's personal characteristics. 

Subsidiary Ouestion #3 

'What specific educational leader actions, behaviors, and attitudes lead to 

successful new teacher induction efforts? 

The foundation of tiiis case study relied on pairs of interview respondents from 

five different public schools. By design, each pair consisted of an educational leader and 
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relatively new teacher on tiie same campus who had experienced die leader's induction 

process. An analysis of data revealed diat educational leaders impact die induction 

process tiirough specific actions, behaviors, and attitudes. 

The educational leaders' behaviors and actions were preceded by the adoption of 

an appropriate attitude. Effective leaders embraced a certain state of mind, disposition, or 

positive feeling toward a new teacher's induction experience. This attitude presented 

itself in die educational leaders' behaviors as tiiey assumed die roles of confidante, 

supporter, and coach. The educational leaders' feelings and personalities resulted in 

specific actions and deeds tiiat conveyed a deep commitment to effective new teacher 

induction practices. 

Leadership Attitude-Investing in the Future 

This subsidiary question addresses actions, behaviors, and attittides of educational 

leaders, but after a thorough examination of the data, it has been determined tiiat an 

appropriate leader attitude should precede any behavior or action. In order to provide an 

effective induction program, leaders should be vested partners who are personable and 

effective communicators willing to offer vigilant support. 

Analysis of the data revealed tiiat the initial step toward effective new teacher 

induction occurs before it is ever implemented. The leadership must be fully vested in 

die efforts in order to communicate what the respondents called "buy-in." This buy-in 

begins in die superintendent's office where die administration enables induction 

programs tiirough tiie supply of additional funds, organizational meetings, and die 
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facilitation of teamwork. In reference to the essence of administrative teamwork, die 

Intemiediate principal said, "We visit other schools. We go as a team. We go in pairs. 

We share infomiation at tiiose weekly meetings. There is a great deal of support for us to 

do well." Accordmg to die assistant superintendent at anotiier school disttict, she is 

personally involved in die induction program but a great deal of her support is "behind 

die scenes." At yet anotiier disttict, die Middle School principal said, "Our 

superintendent's office pretty much pushes die induction or die training program 

[TxBESS]. I am expected to support it in any way possible." 

The TxBESS data provided great detad outlining die essence of administrative 

"buy-in" for an effective new teacher program. The initial data exposed die high cost and 

loss of investment tiiat results from excessive attrition among new teachers. It costs 

$3000 to support a new teacher witii tiie TxBESS program, but it costs $6000 to replace a 

teacher. TxBESS data stated, "It is more effective and efficient to support a new teacher 

dian to re-hire and re-train another teacher." The TxBESS program boasted 88% 

retention after year one and 98% retention after die second year. Over die same two year 

period, non-TxBESS supported new teachers experienced a 73% retention rate. The 

creators of TxBESS stated, "District administrators and board members should be aware 

of die high costs and benefits of high quality support for beginning teachers." TxBESS 

suggested that assistant superintendents and principals must recognize die time and 

money that must be invested to provide new teachers in the district witii an effective 

induction program. The data spoke clearly to tiie necessity of leadership "buy-in." 
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The teachers and leaders recognized leaHf̂ rnho . • • 
ognizea leader charactenstics tiiat facilitated die 

induction process. A leader must be personable. All of die leaders made every effort to 

provide a comfortable new teacher enviromnent. The teachers addressed die same 

characteristic, but tiiey chose tiie temi "friendly." The Intemiediate principal 

summarized die feelings and desires for all of die respondents when she said: 

The first tiling I really tty to do is set diem at ease about me T t.ii tv,. K 

office being open and if they need to call me, t a l k ^ ? r , r e v V n t t w l r m r ' 

llT^ol ' " '' ' ° " " ' " ' ^ ^ '^''' "^" - ^ ^ P P - - *e"r PDAS ' 

hi reference to die leader's attitude, die Junior High teacher feh diat die induction 

program probably alleviated some of die administtator's stress. She said, "I diink he 

liked it because he knew it took some [pressure] off him and his assistant principal, too. 

A lot of tiie problems we were having we didn't have to go to him." As to otiier 

characteristics, tiie respondents also made mention of leaders who were proactive, 

flexible, patient, excited, and energetic, but tiie feelings of comfort and friendliness 

between a new teacher and the educational leader were prevalent in die interview 

responses. 

Awareness was the only additional leader attittide addressed in die TxBESS data. 

The TxBESS program implored die principal to remember tiiat "a new teacher is 

basically on a learner's permit" and a leader should act and react accordingly. The 

principal's membership on the TxBESS support team was intended to provide 

educational leaders with first-hand awareness of a new teacher's induction experience. 

The importance of communication has been addressed, but die nature of 

communication is also cmcial. Every respondent appreciated die "open" communication 
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tiiat flowed between an educational leader and new teacher. Respondents used the 

phrases "open-door policy," "free-flow of communication," and "open and honest" in 

descriptions of tiie educational leader's communicative abilities. It is clear diat open 

communication was valued by all of die participants in effective new teacher induction 

programs. 

Positive feedback and compliments to new teachers often passed tiirough these 

open lines of communication. TxBESS archives suggested diat a new teacher looks to 

die principal for modeling and affirmation. The role of die principal is emphasized in 

die archives, "As an instt-uctional leader, die role of the principal in working witii 

beginning teachers is cmcial." The principal at Tyler elementary said: 

I am die instigator of it and so my role in die induction relationship is to begin and 
to hold people accountable, including myself, for continuing it and making sure 
tiiat it is providing die necessary support for tiie teacher tiiroughout tiie school 
year. And whenever they need support that it be provided. 

According to the respondents, this supportive feedback is often most effectively 

conveyed tiirough compliments and encouragement. The Middle School principal stated, 

"Administtators who have a hard time in tiiis business don't compliment enough." The 

same principal later said, "First year teachers, tiiey have a lot of energy. They also have a 

lot of nervous energy because they don't know where it is leading tiiem. So I ti^ to make 

sure tiiat it is in tiie right direction and that tiiey receive die proper praise and 

encouragement " In the preceding statements, die principal summarized die feelings 

of every leader and new teacher. Each respondent made multiple references to an 

effective leader's supportive attimde conveyed tiirough positive feedback and sincere 

compliments. 
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The analysis of data confirms tiiat in order to provide an effective induction 

program, leaders must "buy-in" from die start, exhibit personable characteristics, 

communicate openly, and offer continual verbal support and affirmation. 

Diversified Leadership Roles-Coach, Confidante, and Provider 

Once die foundational attitude has been established, participants in an effective 

new teacher induction program begin to observe specific leader behaviors that 

communicate a supportive environment. A leader becomes much more tiian a mere 

administtator, often assuming the persona of a provider, confidante, professional role 

model, supporter, and coach. 

According to the data, an educational leader's first responsibility to a new teacher 

is as a provider. A leader is often expected to assist widi a new teacher's needs by 

adopting die roles of mentor, tiierapist, mformation source, and physical resource 

supplier. Many new teachers and leaders view the leader as a tremendous resource. If 

tiiere is a need, die leader finds a way to satisfy tiiat need. Teachers depend on leaders to 

supply answers to questions and provide access to physical resources. New teachers have 

expressed a need for answers to seemingly mdimentary questions such as, "where is tiie 

copy machine," "where do I tum in tiiis fonn," and "where do I get my textbooks and 

chalk?" Leaders often ftimish answers to tiiose questions. Whetiier a new teacher desires 

an answer to a question or die requisition of a physical resource, tiiere is no request tiiat 

seems ttivial to an educational leader. In response to an interview question addressing 

die creative utilization of resources for tiie new teacher induction program, die Middle 
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School principal stated, "I will beg, bonow, or steal anytiiing I need and use it in any 

metiiod tiiat may or may not be legal." This leader behavior was present in each 

respondent pair and die new teachers appreciated a resourceful leader tiiat provided for 

their needs. 

As die initial contact at tiie school, tiie educational leader usually serves as a 

confidante for a new teacher. Teachers and leaders described behaviors tiiat 

communicated positive rapport tiirough tmst and confidentiality. Every leader and two of 

die teachers noted die bond of tmst tiiat exists between die leader and new teacher. New 

teachers were hired to serve as professional educators and tiie leaders felt as tiiough tiiey 

should be ousted to perform in tiiat manner. The TxBESS data addressed this behavior 

by encouraging a building principal to "establish a rapport of tmst with the new teacher." 

The teachers that did not directiy address tmst did mention confidentiality, implying tmst, 

as an essential leader behavior. In reference to her principal, die Intermediate teacher 

said: 

I mean she just ttiisted me. It is like she had faitii in me, so tiien I had faitii in 
myself But if she would have been second-guessing me all die time tiien I 
wouldn't have had faitii in myself. I would have been second-guessing 
everything I did. 

The positive rapport and tmst of tiie leadership allowed teachers to feel supported and 

self-confident tiiroughout tiieir metamorphosis into a professional educator. 

Due to tills positive rapport and interaction witii a new teacher, die leader is often 

viewed as a professional role model. One leader recalled tiiat he often shared his own 

"sttengtiis and weaknesses" with a new teacher in an effort to communicate personal 

imperfection and desire for continual improvement. Two odier leaders took pride in tiieir 
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ability to encourage new teachers to be 'Tenective practttioners." These leaders placed a 

premium on leaming from one's mistakes to become a better teacher. StiU another 

respondent pair described the leaders behavior as one who would allow new teachers to 

relieve stress by "veMtng- their frustrations. All of these leader characteristics meld 

togetiier to form a professional role model for a new teacher. 

Leader support was one of die recuning tiiemes in tiie data. This support is 

present in many areas and die behavior of die leader is no exception. According to die 

leaders, effective leadership must initiate tiie support of a new teacher. The principal at 

Brooklyn elementary said: 

My aim is just to be die initiator, to make sure ttiat I am the person tiiat starts tiie 
process and keeps it moving. Some of die responsibility should be on that person 
bemg mentored, but I tiiink tiie greatest part of tiie responsibility should be on die 
mentor to keep it moving in a positive direction and keep momenttim going. 

Three of die leaders and two teachers also mentioned listening skills as an effective and 

supportive practice. In these references, tiie listening skills included face-to-face 

conversation, eye contact, and body language. New teachers placed a great deal of 

significance on the leader's body language while listening. TxBESS also addressed this 

behavior by encouragmg principals to "provide ongoing support and sttong morale 

tiirough the practice of genuine listening skills." 

Teachers also appreciated supportive leader behavior in parent conferences. 

When asked die question addressing how die leadership exemplified support, every 

teacher made reference to administtative support in parent-teacher conferences. The 

Junior High teacher said: 
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He is very supportive in like parent conferences because he is nomially in there 
witii you. If he can be, and he backs you up. You don't feel like ^ u l ju^ 
sitttng tiiere and everybody is iust eoina at vm, Uo • -' 
tiiat is important. ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ' ^°^- " ' ^̂  "^''y ^"PP°^^^^ ̂ ^ I think 

The supportive nature of effective induction programs is evident in the behavior of die 

educational leader. 

The dimensions and levels of die relationship between a leader and new teacher 

were also inttiguing. The responses revealed a wide array of opinions on tiiis matter. All 

of tiie respondems replied tiiat a relationship between die leader and new teacher was 

"essential" or "significant." The degree of die relationship provided die variation. Some 

respondents believed tiiat tiie relationship should be sttictly professional, while others felt 

tiiat it should also address personal development. The Brooklyn principal stated, "I will 

not get real involved witii personal problems. That is a hard line to know when to cross 

and when not to cross." Anotiier leader said tiiat he would not address personal issues 

unless "the job is affected." Two more leaders mentioned tiiat tiiey would address 

personal issues only m an effort to communicate "community expectations." 

Unlike the other leaders, the assistant superintendent believed that the distinction 

between a professional and personal relationship could not be so categorical. She said: 

I believe we should be involved witii both because you can't separate die person. 
You know tiiey come to us as a whole littie teacher, and if we try to divide 
tiiem.. .we are missing half tiie person. They bring everytiiing to tiie classroom so 
we must deal with everything that pertains to them. 

A majority of responses addressed professional development, but at least tiu-ee 

teachers and tiiree leaders acknowledged die significance of tiie personal aspect in tiie 

relationship. Teachers desired a relationship of mutual respect in which tiiey felt as 
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tiiough tiie leader cared about diem. The Junior High teacher said, "He periodically 

checks in on you.. .he will see you in die hall and ask how tilings are going and how your 

life is. It makes it seem like he cares, not just about your teachmg. And so it is more on 

a personal level too." On tiiat same tiieme, tiie teacher at Brooklyn elementary stated, 

"That relationship, be it more personal or strictly professional, as long as it is supportive, 

and as long as die new teacher knows tiiat tiie principal is looking out for them and is 

tiiere to take care of tiiem. tiien tiiat will be great." 'Whetiier die relationship between tiie 

leader and teacher is considered sttictiy professional or a hybrid of professional and 

personal development, all participants viewed it as a significant factor in effective new 

teacher induction efforts. 

In the conglomeration of leader behaviors that are necessary to provide effective 

new teacher induction, it is difficult to define one behavior that encompasses all of the 

components. The role of die leader closely resembles that of a facilitator, coach, and 

nurturer. The TxBESS data refened to die principal's supportive role as a "coach" and 

die Middle School principal agreed. As he offered his description of tiie leadership role, 

he said: 

I consider myself a coach of tiiis school. I have tiie autiiority to do whatever I 
need, however I need to, to make sure die success of tiiis school progresses. As a 
coach you being one of my players, as you need sometiiing I need to give it to 
you Whetiier it be in cuniculum insttiiction, whetiier it be help witii discipline, 
whetiier it be help with a parent, any littie tiling tiiat you need to do your job, you 
need to let me know, because I need to give it to you nght tiien and tiiere. 
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Feats of Great Leadership 

The positive attitude and supportive behavior often lead to specific, observable 

leader actions in an effective new teacher induction program. Effective educational 

leaders maintain a physical presence in die induction process, cultivate personal 

communication witii a new teacher, and implement special activities tiiat validated a new 

teacher s contributions. 

TxBESS specifically addressed die role of die principal. In the first year of 

TxBESS, out of 1422 educators involved in mentor support teams, 23% were 

administt-ators. According to TxBESS Standard Four, membership on the team was not 

merely in name only; die administtators were required to "actively participate" on tiie 

support team. A leader's physical presence in die classroom is also extremely effective. 

Three of the leaders and all of the teachers mentioned that "informal classroom visits" by 

die principal were tremendous gestures of support. Most of the respondents did not 

associate an informal visit, or "walk-through," with die official appraisal process, but 

they did recall the supportive nature of such leader actions. In regards to tiiis physical 

presence and communicative support, the Tyler elementary principal said, "Especially 

with a new teacher . . . I am in their room and they know why I am in their room . . . I 

make sure tiiat tiiey know tiiat I am tiiere. I am in tiieir classroom physically more often 

tiian witii any otiier teacher to make sure tiiat tilings are going in a positive way for diem 

in die classroom." The leader's physical presence on die support team and in a new 

teacher's classroom communicates die supportive nature of die induction program. 
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Effective communication occurs in many ways. "Face-to-face" and "one-on-one" 

were die prefened modes of communication between new teachers and principals. 

Teachers appreciated die fact tiiat a leader would devote die time to interact on a more 

personal level. Leaders utilized one-on-one conferences to provide more efficient, value-

laden, personable interaction witii new teachers. Some of tiie teachers recalled the 

positive impact tiiat a principal would make when he would see tiiem in the hall or 

cafeteria and give tiiem a "pat on tiie back" or professional compliment. That seemingly 

minuscule action made a magnanimous impact on a new teacher's perceived level of 

support. 

"While all respondents prefened tiiis mode of communication, it is not always 

practical considering the frantic pace and schedule of today's schools. When proximity 

does not allow synchronous communication, leaders creatively hurdled tiiat obstacle. 

Some leaders sent out memos and emails to address professional development needs and 

opportunities, while others strove to maintain a more personal feel, even in written 

communication. All of the leaders and a couple of teachers identified die value of a 

"hand-written" personal note. The principal at Tyler elementary said, "I try to 

personalize it as much as possible...a personal note coming from me tiiat is hand-written. 

It could be an email but I tiiink a hand-written note coming to tiiat teacher, that is a 

supportive one recognizing good tilings tiiat tiiey are doing goes a really, really long 

way." The Middle School principal also chose to hand-deliver important 

communications such as appraisal evaluations. He felt tiiat tiie personal touch conveyed 
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die prominent value that was placed on tVi*» ..^.^ 
Placed on tiie commumcatton and die individual. Even in a 

"busy" worid, die leaders found ways to communicate effectively. 

All of tiie leaders recalled special activities that tiiey had utilized to promote a 

supportive atmosphere on tiieir campus. A couple of leaders mentioned tiiat tiiey would 

inttoduce new teachers at die first faculty meeting m an effort to "celebrate and 

welcome" them into the professional commnnitv TV,,. « • • , 
F Muiidi commumty. The prmcipal at Brooklyn Elementary 

described an activity where 15 to 20 teachers would write personal notes of 

encouragement to a new teacher. Those notes would periodically be dehvered to die 

teacher serving as a constant source of encouragement and support tiiroughout tiie year. 

The Intennediate campus participated in a "secret pals" activity and a summer all-faculty 

retteat. The Junior High teacher recalled faculty birthday parties and at least two 

luncheons organized by the principal for mentors and new teachers. All of tiiese special 

activities conttibuted to die overall supportive campus atmosphere. 

These specific actions and activities served as a sampling of die many efforts and 

successful attempts by leaders to provide a supportive new teacher induction experience. 

Summary of Data Presentation and Analysis 

This case study design relied on data gathered from the perspectives of tiie 

educational leader, the new teacher, and the educational organization. Primary data 

sources consisted of interviews with educational leaders and new teachers, while archival 

sources provided a secondary source of data. This researcher conducted a face-to-face, 

semi-standardized interview utilizing an approved schedule of interview questions (see 
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Appendices A and B). The educational leaders and new teachers were five (5) pairs of 

professional educators tiiat had experienced die leaders' induction process from different 

perspectives. Archival sources were examined in an effort to triangulate data and provide 

validation and reliability to tiie results. The archival sources consisted of an 

informational video and training manual produced for TxBESS by die state of Texas. 

The interviews were tape recorded and ttanscribed, while the informational video and 

ttaining manual were examined, and portions ttanscribed, to provide tangible data. Data 

were analyzed word-by-word using an open coded system in order to identify recurrent 

tiiemes and allow new tiiemes to emerge. The analysis provided a deeper understanding 

of die educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction practices by addressing 

both commonalities and discrepancies in the data. 

The recunent and emerging tiiemes were presented as tiiey related to die tiiree 

subsidiary questions in this research. The subsidiary questions tiiat guided this research 

were: 

1 How do educational leaders effect culttiral change while balancing die 

needs and expectations of botii new teachers and die organization? 

2. Since cultural change is often instigated tiu-ough stmctural alterations, 

what are some examples of effective implementation resulting in culttural 

metamorphosis? 

3. What specific educational leader actions, behaviors, and attitudes lead to 

successful new teacher induction efforts? 

The following is a summary of die sahent points from each subsidiary question. 
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Subsidiary Ouestion #1 

How do educational leaders effect cultural change while balancmg die needs and 

expectations of botii new teachers and die organization? 

The research data in tiiis study revealed tiiat educational leaders must be 

cognizant of multiple components of die educational system if they are to create an 

overall culture of effectiveness. In order to effect lasting cultural change, an educational 

leader must maintain a balance between a new teacher's individual needs and 

expectations, and the organizational needs and expectations. 

The data revealed that a new teacher's baseline needs consisted of survival, 

safety, belongingness, support, personal improvement, and inttinsic motivation. As the 

term "need" implies, these components are absolute necessities to new teacher survival. 

Upon initiation into the educational profession, a new teacher faces a myriad of 

expectations. Many of these expectations are external, but most of the respondents 

agreed that the greatest expectations came from witiiin a new teacher and exude continual 

motivation and exuberant entiiusiasm. 

Accordmg to die respondents in tiiis study, die educational organization also 

demanded satisfaction of essential needs. Students, parents, teachers, leaders, community 

members, and die state educational governing autiiority required that certain needs be met 

to ensure tiiat all students are effectively served by new teachers. New teachers must be 

proficient in die classroom, and tiieir sttidents must be successftil in leaming. 

Furtheraiore, new teachers must be team players, their classroom must be under control, 

and they must be dedicated to die students. 
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In addition to the organizational TIPPHC I,O^;«. 

g izauonai needs, various organizational constittients also 

placed specific expectations on a new teacher. A new teacher was expected to adhere to 

local procedures, satisfy community expectations, possess tiie latest instmctional 

metiiods, embrace professionalism, and perioral like a veteran teacher. 

According to die data analysis, a healtiiy culture included opportunities for 

professional improvement, teamwork, cultural adaptation, and a high degree of 

professionalism. 

Subsidiary Ouestion #2 

Since culttiral change is often instigated tiirough stmctural alterations, what are 

some examples of effective implementation resulting in cultural metamorphosis? 

Effective leadership efforts require a healthy environment; therefore, it is 

necessary to implement and maintam a context-specific stmcture in die school. The data 

analysis revealed that an effective stmcture is dependent upon personnel continuity, 

general stmcmral guidelines, and specific stmctural examples. 

TxBESS addressed the effect of attrition on a school and the leader respondents 

reported retention rates ranging from 85% to 100%. Most leaders agree that it is more 

efficient and effective to train, support, and retam a new teacher dian to engage in a 

cyclical hiring process. 

General stmctural guidelines ranged from die intticacies of the mentor 

relationship to general mentoring stmctures. 
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in an effort to provide clarification and a deeper understanding of die mentonng 

relationship, respondents were asked to constmct their own definition of the term 

"mentor" in addition to describing die necessary qualities of an effective mentor. 

Teachers and leaders agreed diat mentor teachers are extremely knowledgeable in tiieir 

field, creative practitioners, and exceptionally experienced. A few teachers actually used 

die temi "phenomenal teacher" to describe tiieir mentor. According to die data, a mentor 

must be a willing, knowledgeable guide capable of effectively communicating emotional 

support while also pom-aying a positive attitude, confidence, entiiusiasm, natural 

leadership, and elevated levels of personal responsibility. Emotional stability and 

effective communication were among tiie most critical mentor characteristics and die data 

revealed an even deeper understanding of tiiese two mentor qualities. 

The general stmctural guidelines for effective mentoring programs included an 

examination of state guidelines, mentor selection processes, stmcttiral characteristics, and 

utilization of resources. The data analysis revealed multiple paradigms diat lead to 

successful new teacher induction programs. 

The intricacies of die mentoring relationship and die general stmctural guidelines 

of effective new teacher induction led to a mounting curiosity tiiat could only be satisfied 

through an exploration of specific stmctural examples from effective programs. 

Mentor selection procedures, induction communication efforts, and effective 

utilization of resources emerged as three predominant categories of specific stmctural 

examples. The data analysis provided an abundance of specific examples pertaining to 

educational leaders' strategies for selecting mentors, establishing effective 
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communication, and creatively utilizing resources. The leaders must determine which 

pieces of die puzzle fit into tiieir own context specific environment. 

Subsidiary Ouestion #3 

V^at specific educational leader actions, behaviors, and attitudes lead to 

successful new teacher induction efforts? 

The data analysis revealed tiiat educational leaders impact die induction process 

through specific actions, behaviors, and attitudes. 

A leader's attitude forms die foundation. In order to provide an effective 

induction program, leaders should be vested partners who are personable and effective 

communicators willing to offer vigilant support. The data provided great detail outiinmg 

the essence of administrative "buy-in" for an effective new teacher program. The teachers 

and leaders recogiuzed leader characteristics that facilitated the induction process. In 

reference to their own desirable personality ttait, leaders identified "personable," while 

teachers chose the term "friendly." All of the leaders made every effort to provide a 

comfortable new teacher envkonment. Respondents used the phrases "open-door 

policy," "free-flow of communication," and "open and honest" in descriptions of the 

educational leader's communicative abilities. A leader's ability to openly communicate 

supportive, positive feedback tiirough compliments and encouragement was valued by all 

of die participants in effective new teacher induction programs. 

The participants in an effective new teacher induction program begin to observe 

specific leader behaviors that communicate a supportive environment. A leader becomes 
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much more tiian a mere administrator, often assuming the persona of a provider, 

confidante, professional role model, supporter, and coach. Accordmg to die data, 

educational leader's first responsibility to a new teacher is as a provider. A leader is 

often expected to assist widi new teacher needs by adopting the roles of mentor therapist, 

infomiation source, and physical resource supplier. As the initial contact at the school, 

die educational leader usually serves as a confidante for a new teacher. Teachers and 

leaders expressed behaviors tiiat communicated positive rapport through tmst and 

confidentiality. Due to tiiis positive rapport and interaction witii a new teacher, tiie leader 

is often viewed as a professional role model. According to die leaders, an effective 

leadership role model must initiate die support of a new teacher. All of die respondents 

replied tiiat a relationship between tiie leader and new teacher was "essential" or 

"significant." Some respondents believed tiiat the relationship should be strictiy 

professional, while otiiers felt tiiat it should also address personal development. Teachers 

desired a relationship of mutual respect in which they felt as though die leader cared 

about them. 

The positive attitude and supportive behavior results in specific, observable leader 

actions in an effective new teacher induction program. Effective educational leaders 

maintain a physical presence in the induction process, cultivate personal communication 

with a new teacher, and implement special activities tiiat validate a new teacher's 

contributions. The leader's physical presence on the support team and in a new teacher's 

classroom communicates the supportive nature of die induction program. Teachers 

appreciated tiie fact tiiat a leader would devote die time to interact and communicate on a 
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more personal level. Leaders utilized one-on-one conferences, hand-written notes, and an 

occasional "pat on the back" to provide more efficient, value-laden, personable 

interaction witii new teachers. All of tiie leaders recounted special activities tiiat they had 

utilized to promote a supportive atmosphere on their campus. These specific actions and 

activities served as a sampling of die many efforts and successful attempts by leaders to 

provide a supportive new teacher induction experience. 

Conclusion 

The data presentation and analysis of the overall induction culture, effective 

stmctural applications, and specific leadership attitudes, behaviors, and actions, 

facilitated a much greater understanduig of the intricacies entailed in the educational 

leader's role in effective new teacher induction practices. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 

Summary 

Educational leaders recognize die urgency of the teacher shortage and realize that 

retention of new teachers is essential; however, new teacher induction methods have yet 

to reach sufficient implementation or effectiveness (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2000). One 

shortfall in the existing literature is an inadequate focus on the educational leader's role 

in this realm. 

The purpose of this study was to identify die educational leader's conttibution to 

effective new teacher induction practices. On the basis of systems theory and the cunent 

state of teacher availability, the role of the educational leader in effective induction was 

examined from the perspectives of educational leaders, new teachers, and a faction of the 

educational organization, the Texas Beginning Educators Support System (TxBESS). 

The primary research question addressed in this study laid the foundation. What 

is the role of the educational leader in relation to effective new teacher mduction? 

In order to implement new teacher induction practices, the educational leader 

must guide both new and experienced teachers to an enhanced cultural mindset. The 

subsidiary questions tiiat guided tiiis research were: 

1. How do educational leaders affect cultural change while balancmg die 

needs and expectations of botii new teachers and die organization? 
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2. Since cultural change is often instigated through stmctural alterations, 

what are some examples of effective implementation resulting m cultural 

metamorphosis? 

3. What specific educational leader actions, behaviors, and attitudes lead to 

successful new teacher induction efforts? 

The four previous chapters in this study consisted of an introduction, review of the 

literature, methodology, and data presentation and analysis. 

In Chapter I, an overview of the cunent state of affairs in new teacher induction 

efforts allowed the researcher to focus this study to address the role of an educational 

leader m effective new teacher induction programs. In order to accomplish this task, a 

clear definition of all pertinent terms was provided. At tiiat time it was necessary to 

identify tiie meaning of effective new teacher induction program. 

Multiple components were determined to be imperative for an effective new 

teacher induction program. Environmental, collegial, and administrative support is 

critical. A supportive environment is at tiie heart of an effective new teacher induction 

program. This supportive environment provides multiple opporttmities for 

communication, personal and professional relationship development, and sustained 

induction efforts tittoughout tiie first year. Collegial support is evident witii frequent 

opportunities for mentor and new teacher conferences, pedagogical advice, and 

continuous constmctive feedback. Administtative support is apparent tittough recunent 

communication of praise and guidance, implementation and maintenance of established 
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procedures, and a well-defined stmcture. These elements guided tiiis research and were 

essential to the definition of effective new teacher induction programs. 

Chapter I also addressed die tiieoretical foundation of this research. A systems 

model adopted by die state of Texas education governing authority and die Getzels-Guba 

(1957) systems tiieory served as die tiieoretical foundation for this study. This theoretical 

foundation dictated that the researcher address both individual and organizational 

perspectives in an examination of the leader's role in effective induction. 

TxBESS represented the organizational perspective. Individuals in this 

organization consisted of educational leaders, teachers, students, parents, legislators, and 

other educational stakeholders, but this research examined only new teachers and 

educational leaders from the individual dimension. Each faction demands the fulfillment 

of specific needs and expectations in order to maintain an acceptable degree of individual 

job satisfaction. In order to attam systemic harmony and productivity, die needs and 

expectations of the individual and the organization must be aligned witii minimal 

incongmence. The educational leader acts as a medium to achieve this goal. 

While die focus of tiiis research was on the educational leader, it was also 

necessary to examine the perspectives of tiie new teacher and die educational 

organization. The metiiodology utilized in tiiis research addressed tiiose concems. 

An extensive review of literature was presented in Chapter II. The literature 

review revealed tiiat a new teacher maintains specific needs and expectations. When 

tiiese needs and expectations are met, a new teacher experiences a high degree of job 

satisfaction. The educational leader also maintains high expectations and utilizes 
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particular stiiictures and metiiods to sustain a positive environment. The organizational 

perspective revealed a brief historical view of a new teacher's induction, while also 

addressing organizational expectations and cunent policies and practices. A review of 

tiie literature revealed that a supportive environment was essential to the effectiveness of 

an induction program. Dependence upon the educational system to provide multi-faceted 

support dictated the need to examine the system and derive iimovative methods that 

would result in a cultural shift and not merely an alteration of tiie stmctural surface of the 

educational environment. The superintendent, principal, or some otiier educational leader 

shapes and molds an induction experience that is specific to the local context and meets 

the individual needs of new teachers while at the same time focusing on the ultimate goal 

of providing a superior education for students. The educational leader serves as the 

fulcmm between the needs and expectations of new teachers and the needs and 

expectations of die educational organization. 

Chapter III addressed die methodology that was applied in order to successfully 

examine die educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction. A case study 

design utilizing interviews with educational leaders and new teachers served as primary 

data sources, while TxBESS archives provided data from die organizational perspective. 

A schedule of interview questions was developed by die researcher, approved by a panel 

of tiu-ee university professors, and piloted to provide autiientication and accuracy. 

Respondents for the interviews were selected from a pool of recommendations 

derived from a hybrid of purposive and snowball sampling techniques. The participants 

were elementary and secondary educators in a region of west Texas selected from 
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campuses witii a minimum population of tiiree hundred. Semi-standardized interviews 

were conducted witii five (5) pairs of educational leaders and new teachers. The teachers 

had recentiy completed the educational leader's induction program. A TxBESS 

informational video and manual yielded the archival data. 

Principles of triangulation were applied throughout this collective case sttidy in an 

effort to preserve and enhance validity and generalizability. The combination of multiple 

forms of data diminished the ambiguity that usually follows single-source research and 

die overall design of this research resulted in stronger reliability due to the utilization of 

multiple data collection sttategies and sources. Different outlooks within the same sphere 

were represented from the viewpoints of educational leaders, new teachers, and the 

organization, allowing a weakness in one to be strengtiiened by another. Multiple 

perspectives clarified meaning, and this clarification led to a more thorough 

understanding of the educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction. 

A presentation and analysis of data occuned in Chapter IV. The data analysis in 

this study was stmctured after Glaser's (1969) constant comparison mediod. Data was 

coded into categories and then compared to tiiemes in previous research and new tiiemes 

tiiat emerged from the data. The utilization of an open coding system allowed die 

researcher to maintain focus in die abyss of data. The open-coded system guided die 

process by requiring die researcher to perform a meticulous examination of tiie 

information allowing tiie data to determine die categorizations and futtire avenues of die 

research. Coding procedures used in tandem witii participant interaction led to an 

effective data analysis. 
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The data presentation and analysis provided insight into die overall induction 

culture, effective stmctural applications, and specific leadership attittides, behaviors, and 

actions tiiat lead to effective new teacher induction programs. This revelation promoted a 

much deeper understanding of die educational leader's role in effective new teacher 

induction programs, tiierefore leading to die conclusions and implications addressed later 

in this chapter. 

Conclusions 

In order to conclude, tiiis research must retum to the original question: "What is 

tiie educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction?" If tiiis study has 

provided any addition to tiie existing body of research, tiien the exploration was a 

success. The answers to these questions lay in a focus of the theoretical foundation and 

the three subsidiary questions. 

Theoretical Foundation 

The theoretical foundation involved a link between a recent observation by 

Vomberg (2000) and a time-tested organizational theory by Getzels and Guba (1957). 

Vomberg (2000, p. 106) identified the organizational stmcture adopted by the Texas 

Education Agency as a "systems approach to education." This systems model and the 

Getzels-Guba (1957) systems theory served as the tiieoretical foundation for tiiis study. 

This study focused on die educational leader's role in effective new teacher 

induction practices. All of tiie educational leaders and new teachers were cunent 
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practitioners in tiie state of Texas, and tiierefore tiie systems model was an appropriate 

template for this research. 

In tills model, a leader strives to diminish die incongmence between die needs and 

expectations of an individual and die organization. If die organizational expectations and 

individual expectations do not coincide, the overall effectiveness and efficiency of die 

system suffers. An educational leader must constantiy coordinate the satisfaction of 

tiiose expectations in order to promote an effective educational environment. This 

enormous task requires an intticate understanding and delmeation of botii tiie mdividual 

and organizational needs and expectations. Upon successful identification, die leader can 

concentrate on fulfilling all factional needs and expectations, ultimately leading to a high 

degree of individual job satisfaction and organizational effectiveness and efficiency. 

The Texas Beginning Educator Support System (TxBESS) represented the 

organizational faction. While TxBESS is only one division of the Texas Education 

Agency (TEA), it represents the interests of the organization, therefore providing an 

applicable organizational perspective for this study. The educational leader must address 

die organization's needs and expectations. 

New teachers and educational leaders provide the individual's point of view. An 

individual also maintams certain needs and expectations that must be addressed in order 

to sustain a high degree of job satisfaction. This high degree of job satisfaction is 

dependent on the fulfillment of tiiose personal needs and expectations and die 

individual's ability to meet the organizational needs and expectations. When tiiis occurs, 

the probability of successful new teacher induction increases dramatically. Similar to a 
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conductor of an orchestra, it is die educational leader's desire and responsibility to 

maintain harmony between an individual and organization. This synchronization results 

in effective new teacher induction efforts and an enhanced educational environment for 

all constituents. 

What is tiie educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction programs? 

The following tiiree subsidiary questions provided die stmcture and many answers to die 

primary research question. 

Subsidiary Ouestion #1 

How do educational leaders effect cultural change while balancing die needs and 

expectations of both new teachers and the organization? 

An underiying theme emerged tiiat posited tiiat tiiis balance can only be 

accomplished by educational leaders with a heightened sense of awareness. Cultural 

change and improvement require leadership that maintains cognizance of the needs and 

expectations from all perspectives. This attentiveness may not be naturally occuning; 

therefore educational leaders may benefit from the results of this research. 

It behooves the educational leader to be attuned to a new teacher's needs and 

expectations. The data analysis and review of literature identified a new teacher's primal 

need for survival, safety, belongingness, support, personal improvement, and intrinsic 

motivation. It is not feasible for a new teacher to advance in die profession until those 

basic needs are satisfied. Once those needs have been met, a new teacher expects to 

experience continual motivation and exuberant enthusiasm. This study revealed tiiat 
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educational leaders have effectively fulfilled new teacher needs and expectations by a 

variety of metiiods, including die use of mentors. The fulfillment of those needs and 

expectations leads to a high degree of individual job satisfaction, ultimately resulting in 

new teacher retention. 

As illusttated in Figure 2, systems tiieory requires a leader to balance die 

organizational needs and expectations in order to maintain a healtiiy environment. The 

organization requires a new teacher to exhibit classroom proficiency and control, student 

success, teamwork, and dedication to tiie students, while anticipating tiiat a new teacher 

will also heed policies and procedures, community expectations, latest instmctional 

metiiods, and professionalism. Essentially, new teachers are unrealistically expected to 

perform like veterans on their first day in die classroom. 

Figure 2. Leaders-Bridge Builders 

A productive climate addresses all of the needs and expectations while providing 

opportunities for personal improvement, teamwork, cultural adaptation, and professional 
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growtii. It is clear tiiat an educational leader facing die challenge of cultivating a positive 

culture must maintain awareness of a multitude of needs and expectations. Conscious 

leadership efforts in tiiis realm generate an educational environment conducive to 

professional growtii and development. Educational leaders serve as the link between die 

individuals and die organization while providing die essential components necessary to 

build a bridge between individual and organizational needs and expectations (Figure 2). 

Subsidiary Ouestion #2 

Since cultural change is often instigated tiurough stmctural alterations, what are 

some examples of effective implementation resulting in cultural metamorphosis? 

Following an examination of the various needs and expectations existing within 

tiie system, this researcher analyzed numerous stmctures that have been successfully 

implemented. Again, an underlying theme emerged promoting a leader's utilization of a 

context specific stmcture. Since there is no perfect solution for each and every situation, 

leaders must determine the necessary stmctural components for their own environment. 

The stmctural commonalities addressed personnel continuity and general stmctural 

guidelines, while the data also revealed specific examples of stmctural success. 

A review of literature revealed estimates of die new teacher attrition rates between 

25% and 50%. Conservatively, one of four new teachers will leave tiie profession witiiin 

four years of induction. This statistic is fmsttating to an educational leader and 

detiimental to tiie professional environment; therefore personnel continuity is a cmcial 

stmctural component. The respondents in tiiis study reported attrition rates of 0% to 
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15%. Most educational leaders realize tiiat it is more effective and efficient to train, 

support, and retain new teachers tiian to embrace a never-ending process of teacher 

replacement. The educational leaders in tills study have implemented a context specific 

sttucture in tiieir schools providing yeariong support through effective new teacher 

induction programs. 

The general stmctures had at least one commonality, diey all utilized mentors. 

This research provided general guidelines extending from the intticacies of die mentor 

relationship to general mentoring stmcttires. Regardless of the context, effective mentors 

must be willing, knowledgeable guides capable of effectively communicating emotional 

support while exhibiting a positive attitude, confidence, entiiusiasm, natural leadership, 

and personal responsibility. Emotional stability and effective communication were 

critical mentor atttibutes. These ttaits are essential as an educational leader seeks veteran 

teachers to serve as mentors. A mentor teacher must possess specific attributes and die 

best classroom teachers do not always make die best mentors. It is a leader's 

responsibility to assess a mentor's ability and a new teacher's needs in order to establish 

a relationship that will be mutually beneficial. 

Formal stmcture is not an absolute necessity to effective new teacher induction 

programs. This research examined a state developed program, TxBESS, and multiple 

informal stmctures. The lack of stmctural formality did not result in lackadaisical 

leadership. Even in an informal stmcture, die educational leaders devoted great attention 

to the induction program. Since the selection of appropriate mentors is vital to the 

induction process, leaders often base these "matches" on personality, individual needs. 
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interests, energy level, age, and experience. Some of the leaders even restricted 

teacher's number of class preparations, class size, and extracunicular assignments. Even 

in an infonnal stmcture, a leader's awareness of a new teacher's obstacles proved 

effective. 

Educational leaders entrenched in effective new teacher induction programs 

demonsttrated creative use of available resources like time, extrinsic motivators, and otiier 

resources. Time is one resource tiiat is equally dispersed to all educational leaders. Time 

for leader plannmg, implementation, and maintenance of die program was essential. 

Planning and meeting time for tiie participants was also cmcial to tiie program's success. 

Leaders also utilized extrinsic motivators such as food and recognition. Even in an 

intrinsically driven profession, these motivators were appreciated and effective. Finally, 

creative leaders employed fellow educators to deliver applicable professional 

development sessions and provide non-judgmental feedback for new teachers. 

Maximization of available resources was integral to the inductive efforts. 

The data also provided multiple specific stmctural examples tiiat may prove 

beneficial to an educational leader's implementation of effective induction practices. 

Common conference periods, team mentoring, mentor stipends, and multiple 

opportunities for effective professional development were a few of the most effective 

sttategies. These examples were context specific but adaptable to nearly any leadership 

personality and existing environment. 
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Subsidiary Ouestion #3 

"What specific educational leader actions, behaviors, and attitudes lead to 

successful new teacher induction efforts? 

Once die examination of tiie organizational system and die existing stmcttire had 

been completed, die research turned to specific leadership characteristics that result in 

effective induction programs. In die underlying theme tiiat emerged from tiiis data, the 

attitudes, behaviors, and actions of an educational leader were determined by the 

individual leader's personality. Leaders had different strengtiis and weaknesses, and tiiey 

chose to utilize them to provide an effective new teacher induction program. 

Any induction efforts are doomed to fail witiiout tiie proper attitude. Educational 

leaders must be convinced of the benefits of effective induction. Superintendents and 

principals recognize the high cost of attrition and realize diat it is more effective and 

efficient to support a new teacher than to continually readdress the hiring process. 

Leaders are also personable and friendly. The open candor and genuine desire to 

aid a new teacher's development zie obvious to all participants. A new teacher's 

comfortable mductive environment begins with the leadership. 

Open communication is also essential. All participants appreciated positive 

feedback communicated through a leader's supportive compliments and encouragement. 

Unfortunately, leaders tend to neglect the power of a casual, sincere compliment. An 

effective leader is accessible, compassionate, and attentive to a new teacher's concems. 
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These attitudes result in observable leadership behaviors ranging from die 

assumption of various supportive roles to the maintenance of a significant relationship 

between a new teacher and leader. 

An effective leader assumes die role of provider, confidante, professional role 

model, supporter, and coach. Only a leader dedicated to a new teacher's success can 

accomplish die fulfillment of these roles. 

Accordmg to tiiis research, a commitment of this magnitude results in a special 

relationship between a new teacher and die educational leader. Whetiier tiie relationship 

is Sttictiy professional or addresses botii personal and professional development, the 

members have deemed it essential to success. 

An appropriate attitude and resultant behavior are manifested in specific leader 

actions. Effective educational leaders maintain a physical presence, value personal 

commuiucation, and create special activities to communicate tiie importance of a new 

teacher's induction experience. 

Periodic informal class visits allow die leader to support a new teacher and 

maintam awareness of progress towards personal and professional goals. New teachers 

do not view these visits as judgmental but appreciate the leader's dedication and support. 

The essence of a supportive relationship lies in the personal communication 

between a leader and new teacher. Face-to-face conferences, hand-written notes, and the 

occasional professional compliment serve to convey a leader's commitment and 

appreciation for a new teacher's contribution to tiie overall educational environment. 
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This research also delineated numerous special activities tiiat were utilized by 

educational leaders to effectively communicate a supportive new teacher environment. 

Activities such as luncheons, social gadierings, "secret pals," group support letters, and 

retteats varied according to the personality of die participants, but the message of support 

remained constant. 

What is die educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction? The role 

is multi-faceted. Acting as die fulcmm between the constituents' needs and expectations, 

implementmg sttiictural stability resulting m cultural metamorphosis, and exhibiting 

specific attitudes, behaviors, and actions will ultimately lead to effective new teacher 

induction practices. This research may serve as a template for successful induction 

programs, but tmly successful efforts will be context specific and personalized by die 

educational leader. Educational leadership is the lifeblood of effective new teacher 

induction programs. 

Implications 

The findings and conclusions of tiiis research have resulted in die following 

recommendations to educational leaders. Educational leaders should approach tiiis 

dilemma of new teacher induction as problem solvers. It may prove beneficial to ask die 

following questions: (1) Is tiiere ttnly a problem and is effective new teacher induction 

die answer? (2) Which effective sttiictures have been examined and which elements can 

be applied to tiie leader's cunent environment^ (3) What role must tiie educational leader 
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assume in order to implement and maintain an effective new teacher induction program? 

Finally, how will the cultural metamorphosis be evident? 

Ouestion #1 

Is tiiere ttuly a problem and is effective new teacher induction tiie answer? 

According to die existing body of research and the cunent trends in die 

educational workforce, today's schools are faced witii an impending and unprecedented 

shortage of classroom teachers. When at least 25% of new teachers leave die profession 

witiiin four years, and die "baby-boomer" generation begins to retire, the anemic pool of 

available teachers will be insufficient to meet demand. Educational leaders are faced 

witii a challenge to fill vacancies without qualified applicants. Since there is a limited 

supply of qualified teacher applicants, educational leaders must attempt to stem the flow 

of their current workforce. Forty-two percent (42%) of new teachers leaving the 

profession have cited a decline in the level of theu-job satisfaction. While leaders cannot 

provide new teachers with an increase in salary or benefits, they can have a lasting impact 

on a new teacher's level of job satisfaction. Accompanied by a foundation in systems 

tiieory, tiiis research has shown that an educational leader can have a ttemendous impact 

on individual job satisfaction and organizational effectiveness by addressing tiieir 

respective needs and expectations. A new teacher's job satisfaction and ultimate 

retention in die educational profession can be affected by an educational leader's constant 

modification of tiie environment. There is a problem with new teacher retention, and 

educational leaders are mtegral to the solution. 
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Question #2 

V/hich effective stmctures have been examined and which elements can be 

applied to the leader's cunent environment? 

This study has revealed tiiat effective new teacher induction programs do not 

occur spontaneously. It is not as simplistic as placing a new teacher witii die best teacher 

on campus and allowing a mentor relationship to occur naturally. Mentor programs and 

similar effective induction practices require attention to a multitude of environmental 

characteristics. A supportive environment is essential. Some principals support new 

teachers for tiie first few weeks of the semester but eventtially succumb to tiie "out of 

sight, out of mind" mentality and fail to revisit a new teacher until the year-end appraisal. 

A tmly supportive environment consists of effective communication, strong 

relationships, and year-long induction efforts. Valuable communication flows between 

leaders, new teachers, and mentors. Whether face-to-face or in the form of hand-written 

notes, communication with a new teacher is personal, open, and frequent. The 

relationship and bond tiiat is formed between die leader and new teacher is also cmcial. 

Effective educational leaders are aware tiiat new teachers value relationships tiiat address 

botii personal and professional development. Successful relationships require time and 

effort by all participants. Finally, die most effective induction efforts are year-long 

experiences. The supportive environment is critical as new teachers react and adapt to a 

horde of expectations tiiroughout tiie induction year. 

Effective new teacher induction stmcttires vary from infonnal to "highly 

stmctured." There is not one template that can be universally applied to result in 
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effective induction but die components must be examined to deteraiine the context 

specific needs for die environment. The effective new teacher induction efforts share a 

culture of personal development, teamwork, cultural adaptation, and an elevated degree 

of professionalism. Educational leaders should strive to reach tiiose goals. 

Ouestion #3 

What role must tiie educational leader assume in order to implement and maintain 

an effective new teacher induction program? 

Educational leaders recognize problems, evaluate possible solutions, and plan 

effective implementation to accomplish a resolution. When faced witii a dilemma, 

leaders should explore tiieir own contribution to tiie solution tiu-ough an examination of 

tiieir attitudes, behaviors, and actions. 

Effective induction begins widi leadership "buy-in." Witiiout administtative 

support at the district and campus level, induction efforts will not be successful. Leaders 

must realize the sheer economic ramifications of attrition and dedicate efforts to ensure 

new teacher retention. School board members, superintendents, and principals must 

understand that effective new teacher induction programs require a commitment of 

resources that ultimately protects a district's mitial investment in a new teacher. 

In the busy world of education, leaders must remember that new teachers desire a 

leader who is personable and effective in communication. Leaders must openly 

communicate die organizational expectations and provide periodic positive feedback and 
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supportive compliments. These attitudes should persist throughout die year in order to 

convey a new teacher's value and worth to die educational environment. 

Can a leader serve as provider, professional role model, and coach? These are a 

few of tiie roles tiiat a new teacher needs the leader to fill. Teachers rely on leaders to aid 

in many areas. New teachers experience great difficulties in classroom management and 

discipline, but most leaders excel in tiiese areas. Leaders must provide support in 

multiple realms. Emotional support is often neglected. New teachers desire a 

relationship witii tiie leader tiiat is based on emotional stability, tmst, and mutual respect. 

Leaders should devote the necessary time and effort to provide an appropriate 

relationship. 

Actions speak louder tiian words. Leaders must be actively engaged in a new 

teacher's induction process. The templates for an effective new teacher induction 

program have been examined, but it is the leaders' responsibility to create a context 

specific experience for their own campus. Special activities communicate a new 

teacher's worth. Mentor programs work with appropriate attention to selection 

procedures and effective stmcture. A leader's physical presence is imperative. From 

membership on a team to informal classroom visits, leaders recognize tiiat their active 

participation is necessary. Above all, leaders must remember diat their personal 

communication witii a new teacher is indispensable. A "pat on the back" in die hallway 

or a casual compliment in die cafeteria is extremely effective in communicating a 

leader's support for a new teacher. 
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Question #4 

How will the cultural metamorphosis be evident? 

This question is difficult to answer and even harder to describe, but visionary 

leaders often have an understanding of where they are going before tiiey embark on a 

journey. While each experience will be as unique as a leader's personality, many 

characteristics are common in successful induction efforts. An effective new teacher 

induction program will be evident on many levels tiirough an overall elevation of the 

professional culture: new teacher retention will improve, individual and organizational 

needs and expectations will harmoniously exist, all educators will porttay an enhanced 

level of professionalism, and the inductive practices will be mutually beneficial to all 

participants. These environmental qualities will promote the ultimate goal, successful 

student education. 

Further Inquiry 

This smdy has provided a deeper understanding of the educational leader's role m 

effective induction, but tiiere are additional avenues tiiat should be examined in future 

research. 

Since die educational leader has such an integral role in new teacher induction, it 

may be necessary to study leadership styles in an effort to adequately align effective 

induction efforts. Leaders who readily grasp tiieir own strengtiis and weaknesses may be 

more apt to develop effective induction efforts. 
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Gender may play a role in effective new teacher induction. Leaders may identify 

certain natural tendencies due to tiieir gender. Recognition of tiiese imiate abilities may 

allow tiie leaders to accentuate positive qualities while fortifying tiieir weaker ttaits. 

Gender may also have an impact on effective mentors. Acknowledging areas of personal 

sttengtii and weakness can only provide a deeper understanding of the mentoring 

relationship ultimately resulting in positive induction practices. Since tiie essence of a 

supportive environment lies in communication and emotional stability, gender could have 

an impact on induction programs. 

The issue of socio-economic status (SES) was also raised in tiiis research. Some 

felt as tiiough low SES had a negative impact on tiie school environment while otiiers did 

not credit SES as a factor. How does the research address this issue and how should that 

affect a new teacher's induction experience? 

Geographical location, population density, societal variations, and perceived 

levels of teacher shortages may also have an impact on a new teacher's induction. While 

tiiere are multiple factors that could influence effective new teacher induction, tiiis study 

has provided a foundation for future explorations through die examination of the 

educational leader's role in effective new teacher induction. This sttidy has provided 

evidence tiiat tiie educational leader's role in the effective induction of new teachers is 

indeed significant. 
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APPENDDC A 

SCHEDULE OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (LEADER) 

Questions to the Educational Leader 

Rapport: 
Could you tell me a littie bit about yourself? How long have you been in West Texas') 
How long have been in education? In this position? 
What is tiie population of your campus? Staff and students? 
How long have you been actively engaged in new teacher induction? 

As die educational leader, what are your expectations of a new teacher? 
hi your opmion, what are a new teacher's greatest expectations? 
What do you tiiink experienced teachers expect from new teachers? 
What do students/parents expect from new teachers? 
What does the State of Texas (organization) expect from new teachers? 
When your expectations have been met, what new teacher behaviors are evident? 
In respect to those expectations, how does your induction program provide a support 

system for a new teacher? 
How do you communicate this support? 
How does the program provide emotional support? 
What do you think motivates the program participants? 
Do you believe that educational leaders are involved in a new teacher's personal and 

professional development? In what way? 
From your perspective, what are a new teacher's most pressing needs? 
How have you stmcmred your induction program to balance those needs with the 

aforementioned expectations? 

What effect has the induction program had on your atttition rates? 
What percentage of new teachers have completed your mduction program and remained 

in die profession for at least three years? 
How has tiie educational organization (i.e. State of Texas, district, etc.) provided support 

for your induction program? Time, training, finances, mandate, encouragement, 
etc.? 

What are die state requirements, guidelmes, or recommendations for effective new 
teacher induction? 

Where do you tiiink the greatest expectations come from? What are tiiey? 

Have you ever been mentored? What was the context of diat relationship? 
How would you define the term "mentor"? 
What are die necessary qualities of an effective mentor? 
Do you use mentors in your program? How are they selected. 
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What kind of mentor training is provided? 
Are tiiere any relational concems in tiie mentor/new teacher pairing? How are tiiese 

How do you encourage die mentor to provide emotional support") 
What resources have you utilized to provide an effective induction program") 
Has tiie implementation or maintenance of your program ever required creative 

utilization of resources? How was tiiis accomplished? 
hi your induction program, what were die greatest obstacles to implementation and 

maintenance? 
Could you guide us tiirough your induction process? What kind of stmcture is in effect? 

(longevity, activities, etc.) 
Each situation is unique. Have alterations to tiiis stmcttire occuned? What/why? 
When does the induction process end? 

How do you promote open communication between die participants in die mduction 
process? 

In what ways does die induction program affect tiie overall culmre of your campus? 
How does die induction process affect die level of teacher professionalism? 
Do you have sttrong feelings about new teacher induction? If so, how is diis attitude 

conveyed to the participants? 
From your perspective, what is your role in tiie induction relationship? 
How do you stimulate new teacher professional growtii? 
In what ways do you encourage new teacher socialization (belongingness)? 
Does your induction process vary dependant upon life-experiences of the new teacher (1^' 

career, 2°^ career professionals)? How? 
In your opinion, is there any type of relationship that develops between the new teacher 

and the principal? 
If so, how significant is that relationship? 
How do you communicate and exemplify administrative support so that it is evident to all 

participants? 
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APPENDIX B 

SCHEDULE OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (TEACHER) 

Questions to the New Teacher 

Rapport: 

Could you tell me a littie bit about yourself? How long have you been in West Texas') 
How long has it been since your induction experience? " 
What is your current assignment? 

As a new teacher, what were your greatest expectations? 
What do principals expect from new teachers? 
What do experienced teachers expect from new teachers? 
What do students/parents expect from new teachers? 
What does die State of Texas (organization) expect from new teachers? 
When your expectations have been met, how does tiiis affect your perforaiance? 
hi respect to tiiose expectations, how did die induction program provide a support 

system? 
How was the support communicated? 
Did the program provide emotional support? If so, how? 
What motivated the program's participants? 
Do you beheve that educational leaders should be involved in your personal and 

professional development? In what way? 
What were your most important needs? 
How did the induction program balance tiiose needs with die aforementioned 

expectations? 

How long do you plan to be in education? 
What foreseeable circumstances could cause you to leave die teaching profession? 
How did the educational organization (i.e. State of Texas, district, etc.) provide support 

for your induction program? Time, training, finances, mandate, encouragement, 
etc.? 

What were die state requirements, guidelmes, or recommendations for effective new 
teacher induction? 

Where did the greatest expectations come from? What are tiiey? 

Have you ever been mentored? What was die context of that relationship? 
How would you define the term "mentor"? 
What are die necessary qualities of an effective mentor? 
If your program uses mentors, how are tiiey selected? 
What kind of mentor training is provided? 
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Were tiiere any relational concems in the mentor/new teacher pairing? How were these 
addressed? 

How did your mentor provide emotional support? 
Take me through your induction process. What kind of stmcture was in effect? 

(longevity, activities, etc.) 
When did die induction process end? 

How did your principal promote open communication between the participants in the 
induction process? 

In what ways did die induction program affect the overall culture of your campus? 
How did the induction process affect die level of teacher professionalism? 
How did your principal feel about die induction process and how was tiiis 

communicated? 
What was die principal's role in die induction relationship? 
How did die principal stimulate your professional growtii? 
In what ways were you encouraged to sociaUze (belongingness)? 
'What type of relationship developed between die new teacher and die principal? 
How significant was tiiat relationship? 
How did your principal communicate and exemplify administtattve support so tiiat it was 

evident to all participants? 
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